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Culture and Leadership i
Abstract
This study examined the impact of cultural differences on the trans-cultural application of the
concept of organizational leadership. The significance of four cultural dimensions (power
distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism, and masculinity) (Hofstede, G., 1980) towards
the concept of organizational leadership (Rost, J.C, 1991) was discussed and a survey as created
to test for cultural differences from a leadership perspective. American and Croatian college
students then completed the survey. Results showed cultural similarities for all cultural
dimensions with the exception of uncertainty avoidance, which was found to be higher for the
American sample than the Croatian. Consequently, it can be said that organizational leadership
may be easier to apply in Croatia than in the United States.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Research has shown that cultures differ from each other. Even seemingly similar
cultures can have fundamental differences, differences which shape the way the individual
thinks, acts, and perceives the world around him or her. As a result, concepts that seem
logical and natural to one person can seem illogical and unnatural to another.
Ifwe begin to think of culture in regards to knowledge itself, is it possible that theories
and concepts reflect the culture in which they are developed? If culture affects our thoughts,
actions and perceptions, it seems certain that they do. Going a step further, if these same
concepts and ideas, reflective of the culture in which they were created, are
"transplanted"
into a different culture, what, if anything, happens? Is it possible that the cultural differences
which exist between the culture in which they were developed and that in which they are now
applied can negatively impact the acceptance of these concepts and ideas, or perhaps even
affect their validity?
This thesis is concerned with one concept in particularorganizational leadership. The
idea of organizational leadership, or leadership in the workplace, originated and was
developed in the United States; indeed, leadership at work is generally accepted as valuable in
the modern American organization. However, the concept itself is not static. As part of the
current transformation from the industrial organizational paradigm to the post-industrial
organizational paradigm now underway in the United States, the meaning of leadership at
work is changing. Long synonymous with management, leadership is now being understood
as a separate set ofbehaviors not necessarily linked to being in charge and issuing orders.
Instead ofbeing about the individual, it is about the group; instead ofbeing about power, it is
about management; instead ofbeing only for CEOs and upper managers, it is becoming
something that exists
throughout all levels of the organization.
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Viewed from an international perspective, this new leadership could be understood as
both emerging from and reflecting the reality of the American workplace. Both the American
worker's expectation of empowerment and the current emphasis onjnnovation (and the
flexible and adaptable organization which innovation requires) are well suited by this new
leadership.
Symbiotic with American culture and designed to be highly effective in the American
workplace, can this concept of leadership be as effective in the rest of the world?
Problem Statement:
Cultural differences may pose a barrier to the trans-cultural application of the concept
of organizational leadership.
Purpose ofResearch:
The purpose of this research is to more fully understand cultural barriers that occur
when a concept is transferred from one culture to another. This increased understanding may
then be used to either remove or minimize these barriers, or conversely modify the concept,
resulting in a more successful application of this knowledge.
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Limitations
The following factors may have limited the research findings of this project:
1) This survey measured cultural dimensions in undergraduate college students, who
were all, with the exception of one American, under the age of 3 1 . Additionally,
freshmen students were exclusively used in the Croatian sample, resulting in a lower
average age for the Croatians (under 20) than for the American sample (20-30 years of
age). As stated in the section on culture, cultural programming continues to develop
with the experiences of life, posing a limit to applying conclusions drawn from this
sample to the respective national populations as a whole.
2) Because of the barrier posed by ACMT's tuition rates (yearly tuition is roughly
equivalent to the average yearly salary in Croatia, with no government-funded
financial aid available), the student body ofACMT is made up largely of students
from the upper class ofCroatia. This potentially skews their cultural programming
away from the norm for Croatian undergraduate students as a group.
3) Recent events in the United States, particularly the terrorist attacks of September 1 1 ,
2001 and the accompanying economic recession, may affect the responses of the
American sample, particularly related to the dimension ofuncertainty avoidance.
4) The ACMT sample have all chosen to attend an American educational institution,
which may indicate mental programming more similar to the American sample than
would be true ofCroatians in general.
5) The ACMT sample completed a survey written in English, a language that is not their
native language.
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6) The basis for the logic of the survey is over 20 years old; it is possible that some of the
methods discovered at the time for determining cultural dimensions are no longer
reliable.
7) The researcher adapted several questions designed to test cultural dimensions in
employees in order to fit her sample ofundergraduate students. This may have
unintentionally compromised the value of the questions.
Limitations related to surveys in general:
1) The acquiescence factor pertaining to questions 1-10. Acquiescence is the tendency to
give a positive answer to any question, regardless of its content. Given acquiescence,
the best way to resolve this problem is to rank the questions relative to each other in
addition to assessing the responses given to a particular question. Question 1 1 of the
survey attempts to compensate for any acquiescence in the answers to Questions 1-10.
2) Respondents are more likely to answer a question truthfully if a researcher asks them
to assess others instead of themselves. A mix of question styles was used in order to
overcome this potential limitation.
3) Respondents sometimes select the answer that they believe the researcher is looking
for rather than that which is actually most truthful.
Chapter 1 introduced the problem to be treated in this thesis, namely that cultural differences
may pose a barrier to the
trans-cultural application of the concept of organizational leadership.
The next chapter will provide a more complete description of the concept of organizational
leadership, as well as a brief overview of specific areas of cultural differences (called cultural
dimensions).
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
In Chapter 1, the problem to be studied in this research, namely that cultural
differences may pose a barrier to the trans-cultural application of the concept of organizational
leadership, was identified and introduced. Chapter 2 will serve to more fully explain the
evolving concept of organizational leadership as well as identify areas of cultural difference
(called cultural dimensions).
In today's world of globalization and mergers, the organizational landscape is
changing. Multi-national organizations (organizations which employ individuals from more
than three different cultures) as well as what are called "foreign
culture"
organizations
(organizations from one culture which operate in a second host culture) are becoming
increasingly common. In these kinds of organizations, it is becoming increasingly clear that
culture does have an impact on organizational life (Adler, 1997).
After all, the world is a mosaic of different cultures, different people. The old saying
that "No two people are
alike"
is certainly true. However, when individuals are examined as
a group, it is possible to identify distinct cultures. Culture is our (usually unconscious) mental
programming, "the acquired knowledge people use to interpret experience and generate
behavior,"
(Spradley, 1980, p. 6). Culture dictates how we process and evaluate information,
is the basis for understanding and interpreting the experiences of day-to-day life; and it has
been shown that this knowledge varies from group to group, creating the separate cultures that
make up the world.
Anthropologists have shown that culture is demonstrated in the individual's values,
perceptions, behaviors, and attitudes (Spradley, 1980; Adler, 1997). Thus if cultures are
different (and they are), individuals from these different cultures may have different values,
perceive the same situations differently, may act differently given the same situation, and may
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approach life in different ways. It seems quite probable that multi-national and foreign culture
organizations may experience cultural friction and misunderstandings between employees
from different cultures.
Multi-national and foreign culture organizations which adopt a synergistic approach to
culture have a distinct advantage and a huge resource in their cultural richness. Connected to
such theories as requisite variety and organizational learning, the basic idea is that by
employing people who have different values, perceptions, behaviors, and attitudes (the
manifestations of culture), organizations are able to look at the same situation differently,
becoming more creative and innovative. As we will see when examining Hofstede's fifth
dimension of culture later in this chapter, we are limited by "cultural
blinders"
ofwhich we
are not even aware. These
"blinders"
limit the way we perceive the world as well as the
number of solutions we can generate for one given problem. When people with different sets
of "cultural
blinders"
work together, the scopes, as it were, overlap, resulting in a huge
organizational capacity for innovation and creativity.
Both reasons stated above, namely that cultural diversity in organizations is
simultaneously a potential problem and significant resource, are valid reasons for examining
the impact of culture on the organization.
But there is one more variable that we haven't yet considered. Who influences how an
organization should function? The fact is that, intentionally or not, it is quite often the United
States.
The United States produces the vastmajority of organizational theory and application
(Adler, 1997; Hofstede, 1980). While this knowledge may be intended for application in the
United States, in reality it is exported throughout the world. People in other countries trying
to improve their organizations or to learn how organizations should function often accept
American theory (designed for the American workplace and reflecting American culture). It
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could be argued that this situation is both limiting and unnatural. It is limiting because it
denies the advantages of the culture where it is being implemented (and often magnifies the
already existing "inferiority
complex"
that exists in many developing nations); and it is
unnatural because it creates a framework for the functioning of the organization that does not
reflect the values, perceptions, behaviors, and attitudes of the people working in it or of its
environment.
Many studies have already shown that culture does affect the application ofAmerican
organizational theory elsewhere in the world (Dorfman & Howell, 1988; Sikavica, 1996;
Haire, Edwin & Porter, 1963). In this study, we will focus on one branch of organizational
theory, namely the concept of organizational leadership. Cultural differences between
Croatians and Americans will be examined. Finally, this research will attempt to ascertain the
impact of these cultural differences on the application of the (American) leadership paradigm.
Testing of organizational leadership theory cross-culturally is not new; however, while
an exhaustive search has not been undertaken, all existing studies discovered in the course of
conducting background research for the thesis relate to the industrial model. They either
equate leadership with good management or test various non-transformational leadership
theories. Still, the fact that these studies did find some difference in applying organizational
leadership theory in different cultures indicates that it would be worthwhile to test
post-
industrial leadership as well.
By examining the impact of culture on the concept of organizational leadership, we
will more fully understand the role of culture in organizations, the potential limitations of the
leadership paradigm, and possibly contribute towards the modification of this paradigm to one
which is more culturally synergistic.
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What is Leadership?
Historically, the concept of leadership has been linked primarily to military or political
figures. It was not until the
20th
century that the idea of leadership in organizations emerged.
Since then the idea has gained popularity, particularly in the last 20 to 30 years. But what
exactly is leadership?
This is a question that is still being answered. According to Bass, the concept of
leadership is both broadly and imprecisely defined (Bass, 1990). In the vast Handbook of
Leadership, leadership has been grouped into the theoretical categories illustrated in Table
2. 1 . These groupings map the stages that the study of leadership has gone through in the last
century. Please note that these definitions refer to leadership in general, and not specifically
to leadership in organizations.
Table 2.1 Summary of definitions of leadership
Leadership as:
A Focus ofGroup Processes The leader is the center ofgroup activity; leadership exists as a function of
the group.




Leadership occurs because some people have the personality or traits that
are requisite for leadership.
The Art of Inducing Compliance The focal point in this theory is the leader; he has the ability to make others
do what he wants them to do.
The Exercise of Influence A leader is one who is able to influence others to work towards a goal.
An Act or Behavior This includes such theories as "Excellence
Theory"
Leadership is defined
as the acts or behavior of a recognized leader while involved in directing
group activities. Thus, once a person is determined to be a leader, anything
that person does while directing others is considered leadership.
A Form ofPersuasion Here the leader successfully gains cooperation from others, but through
persuasion rather than the exercise ofpower.
A Power Relation This theory examines the role ofpower in leadership. Leaders get other
people to do what they want by using their power to influence them.
An Instrument ofGoal
Achievement
Thus includes such theories as "Transformational
Leadership"
Leaders
motivate others through visions ofgoals to be achieved and methods to
achieve that goal; through communicating this vision, they motivate their
followers to work towards achieving that goal.
An Emerging Effect of Interaction Leaders arise out of the interactions within a group. The group selects who
will lead them.
A Differentiated Role Everyone in society has a role which other members expect him or her to
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group validates as being in accordance with the role of leader.
The Initiation of Structure Leadership is the process of initiating and maintaining the role structure
(pattern of role relationships).
A Combination ofElements As a combination of two or more of the above.
Note. Adapted from Bass and Stogdill 's Handbook ofLeadership: Theory, Research, andManagerial
Applications
(3rd
ed.) (pp. 1 1-18), by Bernard M. Bass, 1990, New York: Free Press.
It seems clear that leadership occurs when one person causes another to act. The main
areas of difference regard how the leader emerges (whether because of the individual, or the
group, or as a result of interaction between the two) and the method the leader utilizes in
causing followers to act (power, persuasion, influence).
While the above theories relate to leadership is general, it is easy to see how they can
be applied in the organizational world. Indeed, over the years the study of leadership has
shifted from being primarily related to military and political figures to being primarily related
to leadership in the organization.
The last several decades have seen the rising popularity of the idea of leadership in the
workplace. The number ofbooks and articles written on the subject has increased
dramatically; organizations have spentmillions on training theirmanagers to "be leaders";
indeed, it is accepted today, at least in the United States, that leadership belongs in
organizations (Rost, 1991).
Despite the degree to which leadership has been embraced, it is safe to say that true
leadership remains relatively rare. While there are many reasons for this, two of the most
compelling and most often cited are: 1) that the mechanistic organizational structure ofnearly
all American organizations actually limits rather than promotes leadership and, 2) that
leadership itself is too imprecisely defined, not easily understood, and often contradictory.
Both of these themes are prevalent in the most recent (last 20 years) published works on
leadership. Before we lookmore closely at some of these, it is worthwhile to understand
tVioco t\\m iccnpc more fnllv
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The first problem relates to the structure oforganizations in the United States and
much of the world. Born in the industrial revolution, the model for organizations is
mechanistic in nature, meaning that organizations are designed to run like machines (Morgan,
1998).
As illustrated in Table 2.2, the mechanistic and post-mechanistic organizations are
fundamentally different.
Table 2.2 Mechanistic vs. post-mechanistic organizational structure
Mechanistic Post-Mechanistic
Structure Hierarchy Circular
Guiding Principle Control Aligned Values
Method ofMotivation Transactional Vision
System Characteristic Static, rigid Innovative, fluid
Purpose Monetary Profit Serve Employees/Community
Note. Based on Servant Leadership, by Robert K. Greenleaf, 1991, Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press; Leader to
Leader: Enduring Insights on Leadership from the Drucker Foundation's Award-Winning Journal, edited by
Frances Hesselbein and Paul M. Cohen, 1999, San Franscisco: Jossey-Bass; The Leader ofthe Future, edited by
Frances Hesselbein, Marshall Goldsmith & Richard Beckhard, 1996, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass; and Images of
Organization: the InternationalBestseller that RevolutionizedHow We See Organization NewlyAbridgedfor
Today'sManager (Executive Edition), 1998, San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler and Thousand Oaks: SAGE.
The mechanistic organization is designed to run smoothly and consistently through as
much planning and controlling as possible. Job specifications for those who actually do the
work are very narrow; the position has been pre-described,
and the individual is supposed to
complete his or her tasks according to the guidelines. Management is responsible for thinking
and for controlling the employees they supervise. Other managers manage these managers.
In order to accommodate the managerial functions of thinking and controlling, the
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Post-mechanistic organizations, on the other hand, remove both the separation between
thinking and doing and the element of control. The approach to the employee of the company
is fundamentally different. An important criterion taken into account when hiring a new
employee is his or her values and the degree to which these values are in alignment with the
values of the organization. The idea is that all of the employees will work together towards
goals that they believe in, towards goals which reflect their values. The employee is also
given back the right to both think and act, and the structure of the organization facilitates
creativity and innovation by being circular and non-hierarchical. The organization as a whole
is more fluid and adaptive, as the people within it are able to analyze the situation, determine
what changes should be made, and communicate these changes throughout the organization.
Change outside of one's particular area of influence is achieved through the leadership of
people throughout the organization who enlist the cooperation of others by communicating
their vision for change to them. Other employees come to accept this vision as their own and
work with the leader(s) and other followers towards making that change happen.
The purpose of the organization is something beyond making money, some higher
purpose reflecting the values of the people who make up the organization. Money still needs
to be made for the organization to function, but this becomes a secondary goal or a by-product
of fulfilling the primary goal.
As mentioned previously, many have come to believe that true leadership has
difficulty existing in mechanistic organizations. In mechanistic organizations, leadership is
equated with management, and managers are supposed to be leaders. However, the system
makes it difficult for even managers to be leaders. The system isolates and overworks them;
the separation between thinking and doing often deprives them of the information and
expertise they need in order to decide where
change is needed and how that should be
accomplished, and the typical mechanistic
organization tends to reward and promote short-
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term producers, not visionaries. The maxim that "what gets rewarded gets
done"
is true to the
degree that those who facilitate the goal of the organization to make money in the short-term
are rewarded instead of those who creatively examine and seek to change the organization to
ensure long-term success and viability.
The second area of concern regarding implementing leadership in today's
organizations is confusion regarding what exactly is leadership. While it may be accepted that
leadership in the workplace is desirable, it is sometimes difficult to achieve due to the fact that
the concept of leadership is imprecisely defined and often misunderstood (Rost, 1991).
How does one become a leader? This is the question that so many want answered. As
one example of how difficult it can be to answer this seemingly simple question, try this.
Here is Rost's
"tongue-in-cheek"
definition of a leader designed to summarize the most
significant leadership theories of the past century: leaders are "great men and women with
certain preferred traits who influence followers to do what the leaders wish in order to achieve
group/organizational goals that reflect excellence defined as some kind ofhigher-order
effectiveness,"
(Rost, 1991, p. 95). Now go become a leader!
Not so easy, is it? Once you have been exposed to the different theories summarized
in Table 2. 1 , it is easy to spot them. Look at the definition again, with the added inserts:
leaders are "great men and women (personality and its effects) with certain preferred traits
(personality and its effects) who influence followers (the exercise of influence) to do what the
leaders wish (the art of inducing compliance) in order to achieve group/organizational goals
(an instrument ofgoal achievement) that reflect excellence (an act or behavior) defined as
some kind ofhigher-order effectiveness (an act or
behavior),"
(Rost, 1991, p. 95).
Exploring a concept via research and the creation and testing ofvarious theories is part
of academic understanding and progress. However, the greatest number ofpeople interested
in organizational leadership today are not academics but business people. They do not go to
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academic journals to find out more about leadership, they read the books and articles designed
for the business professional. For the average business person interested in becoming a
leader, the amount of information on leadership is vast, confusing, frequently superficial, and
often contradictory.
Additionally, the most common definition of leadership, though defacto, is that
leadership is good management (Rost, 1991). This definition reflects the mechanistic
organizational paradigm, which considers leadership to be part ofmanagement. That this is
true can easily be seen in nearly all but the most recent literature dealing with leadership, to
the degree that the terms leadership and management/leader and manager are used
interchangeably. (The article What the Leaders ofTomorrow See (Dumaine, 1989) is just one
ofmany examples of the erasure of the line between leadership and management).
Commonly assumed in today's mechanistic organizations, this definition denies the difference
between management and leadership and confuses those attempting to understand leadership
by blurring or erasing completely the line between the two.
The most recent developments in the field of organizational leadership have advocated
both a new type of organizational structure and a more precise definition of leadership.
Burns'
theory of transactional and transformational leadership laid the groundwork for most
of the ideas about organizational leadership that exist today.
Here is the basic idea: two kinds of leadership, or methods ofmotivation, exist. One is
transactional, the other transformational. Transactional leadership occurs when a leader
motivates an employee to act in a certain way by exchanging tangible rewards for the desired
behavior. An example of this would be a leader that wants an employee to finish a project
ahead of schedule. The leader tells the employee that he or she will receive a 30% bonus if he
or she completes the project ahead of schedule. The employee then completes the assignment
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ahead of schedule in exchange for the reward of a 30% bonus. The bonus is exchanged for the
early completion of the project.
Transformational leadership identified a different way to motivate employees. Burns
originally defined transformational leadership as "when one or more persons engage with
each other in such a way that leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels of
motivation and
morality,"
(Rost 1991, p. 101). In transformational leadership, the leaders and
followers, through interaction, change or transform each other in a positive way.
While Burn's intended for his theories of transactional and transformational leadership
to be taken together and regarded as complimentary, his theory of transformational leadership
has become what most associate with organizational leadership today (Bass, 1990).
Transformational leaders 'challenged the process, inspired vision, enabled others to act,
modeled the way, and "encouraged the
heart,'"
(Bass, 1990, p. 218). It is easy to see how the
idea of transformational leadership fits in well with the post-mechanistic organizational
structure described on pages 10 and 1 1 . Transformational leadership calls on others to act for
some higher purpose, in alignment with the values of those involved.
Greenleafbases his definitive book ServantLeader on the transformational theory of
leadership. Greenleaf defined a leader as one who acts in order to serve others. "A new moral
principle is emerging which holds that the only authority deserving one's allegiance is that
which is freely and knowingly granted by the led to the leader in response to, and in
proportion to, the clearly evident servant stature of the
leader,"
(Greenleaf, 1991, p. 10).
In ServantLeader, leadership becomes synonymous with serving and serving itself
becomes moral. Those who are able to lead have a responsibility to do so. According to
Greenleaf, the greatest enemy of society today are those who are able to lead, but do not
(Greenleaf, 1991).
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Greenleaf categorizes people as those who can lead and those who cannot. Those who
cannot, in other words the pool ofpotential followers, will only support those who they feel
are 1) strong enough to lead; 2) have a goal that they feel is worthy pursuing; and 3) who truly
serve others. The leader then makes the potential followers real followers, transforming them
in the process. "It is part of the enigma of human nature that the
"typical"
person-immature,
stumbling, inept, lazy-is capable ofgreat dedication and heroism //wisely led. Many
otherwise able people are disqualified to lead because they cannot work with and through the
half-people who are all there are. The secret of institution building is to be able to weld a
team of such people by lifting them up to grow taller than they would otherwise
be,"
(Greenleaf, 1991, p. 21).
Very importantly, Servant Leader argues for both a new kind of organization as well
as a new kind of organizational structure. According to Greenleaf, leading by serving is not
only the responsibility of the individual but of the organization as well. However, the
organizational structure ofmodern organizations inhibits leadership, largely due to its
hierarchical system and emphasis on control (Greenleaf, 1991).
Servant Leader is limited, however, in its seemingly conflicted view about who can
lead. On one hand, Greenleaf claims it is the responsibility of the trustees of the organization
to lead the organization in its function of serving. Managers cannot serve as leaders due to the
unnatural and heavy demands of their position; others cannot lead because they are too
involved in the administration of the organization.
However, delegating leadership to trustees limits the possibilities for leadership in the
organization. It also seems to be in conflict with the obligation of all who can lead to do so as
professed elsewhere in the book. The moral aspect ofbeing a servant leader could also be
considered a weakness; morality is subjective, and, from a global perspective, what may seem
moral in one culture may seem immoral in another.
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Despite this, Servant Leader is significant for its development of the transformational
concept of leadership, its call for those who can lead to do so, its emphasis on the
responsibility of the individual to society as a whole, the concept of organizations that serve,
and its recognition of the limitations of the mechanistic organizational paradigm.
Another author, Joseph C. Rost, further developed the idea of a new leadership for a
new organizational structure. His definition of leadership is designed to be part of the
post-
industrial (post-mechanistic) organization which he saw emerging.
While recognizing that the industrial (mechanistic) organizational paradigm is out
dated and has out-lived its effectiveness, Rost dedicated the majority of the book to
establishing a working definition of leadership. Leadershipfor the
21s'
Century is the product
ofRost's analysis of over nearly 600 books, chapters, and journal articles written on the topic
of leadership. Rost reviewed this literature with the purpose of identifying how leadership has
been defined in the past.
Following this exhaustive assessment, Rost concluded that leadership is imprecisely
defined and that the majority of the authors who wrote about leadership failed to define it.
Rost also concluded that, in reality, the unofficial but real definition of leadership was as good
management. Recognizing the need for a working definition of leadership, rejecting the de
facto definition as invalid in the post-industrial organization, Rost created the following
definition, the definition that will be used in this thesis: "an influence relationship among
leaders and followers who intend real changes that reflect their mutual
purposes,"
(Rost, 1991,
p. 103). As Rost states, each word in his definition was chosen for a specific reason. Table
2.3, a direct quote from Leadershipfor the
21st
Century, further describes Rost's definition of
leadership.
Rost argues that the current industrial paradigm has outlived its usefulness, and is in
the process ofbeing replaced by the post-industrial paradigm. As leadership was effectively
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defined as good management in the industrial paradigm, that definition has also proved
outdated. Rost's new definition of leadership anticipates and is designed for this new post-
industrial organizational paradigm.
Table 2.3 Rost's definition of leadership
"Leadership is an influence relationship among leaders and followers who intend real changes
that reflect their mutual purposes.
"From this definition, there are four essential elements that must be present if leadership
exists or is occurring:
1 . The relationship is based on influence.
a. The influence relationship is multi-directional.
b. The influence behaviors are not coercive.
2. Leaders and followers are the people in this relationship.
a. The followers are active.
b. There must be more than one follower, and there is typically more than one
leader in the relationship.
c. The relationship is inherently unequal because the influence patterns are
unequal.
3. Leaders and followers intend real changes.
a. Intendmeans that the leaders and followers purposefully desire certain changes.
b. Realmeans that the changes the leaders and followers intend must be
substantive and transforming.
c. Leaders and followers do not have to produce changes in order for leadership to
occur. They intend changes in the present; the changes take place in the future
if they take place at all.
d. Leaders and followers intend several changes at once.
4. Leaders and followers develop mutual purposes.
a. The mutuality of these purposes is forged in the non-coercive influence
relationships
b. Leaders and followers develop purposes, not goals.
c. The intended changes reflect, not realize, their purposes.
d. The mutual purposes become common
purposes."
Note. From Leadershipfor the
21s'
Century (pp. 102-103), by Joseph C. Rost, 1991, New York: Praeger.
While Rost's definition provides a valuable framework for leadership in the post-
industrial paradigm, it leaves unstated how one emerges as a leader in the leader-follower
relationship and underplays the
transformational aspect of leadership.
Two variables determine who is a leader and who is not: the individual and the
situation (Bass, 1990; Hesselbein, Frances & Cohen, 1999). The individual must have
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developed him or herself to the degree where he or she is able to lead, and must be in a
situation where his or her common purpose is in alignment with that of the potential
followers. In industrial paradigm terms, study of the emergence of leadership indicated that
quite often the leader who emerged was the one who first accepted and advocated the group's
(sometimes unrecognized) goals. Inpost-industrial terms, the individual who is ABLE to
lead and who can articulate a vision, which either is or becomes shared by the group, emerges
as a leader. A key to leadership in the post-industrial paradigm is the personal development
of the leader (Hesselbein, Frances & Cohen, 1999; Bennis, 1989). Interestingly, the post-
industrial paradigm itself is centered on the development of all employees, a prerequisite for
leadership.
In this time when many acknowledge that the very nature of organizations themselves
is undergoing fundamental change, leadership too seems to be changing. Accepted as
belonging in the workplace, understood as distinct from management, transformational
leadership holds the key to increased productivity at a minimum and a new way ofworking at
a maximum.
However, as previously stated, this concept of leadership is largely American in
nature. How then will cultural differences impact leadership? In order to consider this
question more fully, a brief overview of culture and previously identified cultural dimensions
is necessary.
What is Culture?
Several definitions of culture are given in Table 2.4 (p. 19), but in essence, culture is
the learnedprogramming ofour minds.
It is learned, not genetic, and develops as an attempt to make sense of the world we
live in. Because it is learned, it arises from our experiences, relationships, and the
t - i nni i fjl. _ : -,4? -LMJ 1_ _ 1 1 _ a * .
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value, how to behave, and how to understand other people and his or her environment. A
very young child does not know if a stuffed toy is more dangerous than a hot stove; ifpeople
can be good or bad; which ofhis or her behaviors will be rewarded, which will be ridiculed.
All of this is learned and reinforced over time, from family, from experiences, from the
environment in which that child lives.
Table 2.4 Definitions of culture
"The acquired knowledge people use to interpret experience and generate
behavior."
(Spradley, 1980, p. 6)
"Complex meaning
systems"
used by people "to organize their behavior, to understand




"The collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the members of one category
ofpeople from those of
another."
(Hofstede, 1988, p. 6).
"a) Something that is shared by all or almost all members of some social group, b)
Something that the older members of the group try to pass on to the younger members,
and c) Something (as in the case ofmorals, laws, and customs) that shapes behavior,
or... structures one's perception of the
world."
(Adler, 1997, p.15)
This learning continues throughout an individual's lifetime. Each new experience
either reinforces or changes that person's cultural programming. This can easily be seen by
observing people in different environments. Manywho have lived inmore than one culture
will change, sometimes permanently, sometimes temporarily, in response to this different
environment and the signals, experiences, and reinforcements that accompany it.
Because culture refers to the way we think, it is largely tacit in nature. Our values,
perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors all reflect our culture, but we are usually unaware of the
degree to which this occurs.
Generally, people assume that culture is universal, that others see the world through
the same lenses as they do. Called naive realism by Spradley, this is "the almost universal
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belief that all people define the real world of objects, events, and living creatures in pretty
much the same
way,"
(Spradley, 1980, p. 4).
Yet, the reality closer to the truth is that individuals from different cultures may have
different values; understand the same experiences differently; have different attitudes; and
behave differently given the same situation.
Because culture is largely tacit, it is often difficult to study. Because of this,
anthropologists study cultures by measuring the manifestations of culture (attitudes, values,
behaviors, perceptions) of one group and comparing them to the manifestations of another.
The first step towards cultural understanding is to simply acknowledge that there are
differences. In the field of ethnography, the work of describing a culture begins with the
researcher acknowledging that he or she knows nothing about the culture to be explored. His or
her purpose is to assume nothing, in reality to try to erase his or her own mental programming!
With no assumptions, the researcher enters a culture and tries, through systematic exploration,
to become a person indigenous to that culture. Ethnographers understand that when we
assume, we fail to fully understand the entire realm of culture.
Over the years, scholars have identified cultural dimensions, which are specific ways
cultures vary from each other. Imagine each dimension as a spectrum. The ends of each
spectrum represent the extremes of the dimension, while the values in between are more
moderate, though still tending to favor one or the other of the extremes.
When attempting to understand cultural differences, the researcher attempts to
determine where on the spectrum each culture falls. If any differences exist, the researcher will





representing one of the
spectrum's extremes. It is important to remember that all cultures include elements from each
polarity (just as each culture is made up
of individuals representing the entire range of each
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dimensional spectrum). However, when examined as a group, each culture tends to emphasize
one polarity more than the other, the basis for its cultural dimension determination.
Before turning to an examination of the ways in which cultures vary, it is worthwhile to
point out some considerations that should be kept in mind when looking at cultural differences.
First, it should be remembered that culture is a function of the group. This means that
in order to understand culture, the group, rather than the individual, should be examined.
Within cultures, individuals can exhibit behaviors, attitudes, values, and perceptions that fall
everywhere on the spectrum of each cultural dimension; however, when taken as a group, the
dominant cultural traits become apparent. Thus, when examining culture, it is essential that the
group is studied rather than the individual.
Second, while no two cultures are exactly alike, some tend to be relatively similar to
each other; these are called cultural clusters. These oftenmatch geographic areas or language
groupings; for example, while the countries which make up the Anglo cultural cluster are
located throughout the world, it has been found that British, Irish, Canadian, American,
Australian andNew Zealand cultures, while still different, more closely resemble each other
than they do cultures outside of their cluster.
Third, some cultures can be nearly identical regarding one or more cultural dimension,
but be different regarding others. For example, ifwe have two dimensions represented by
"X"
and "Y", two cultures may both be high "X", but one may also be high
"Y"
while the other is
low "Y".
Fourth, cultures are generally identified along political or national lines. For example,
we speak of the French culture in France, the Chinese culture in China. However, this is a
generalization, in that other distinct cultures usually exist within the political boundaries of
each nation. For example, the Kurds of Southeast Europe and the Middle East represent a
distinct culture but do not exist within a separate political boundary. Because of the
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imprecision inherent in defining cross-cultural research according to national lines, some
researchers choose to refer to it as cross-national research. While this is the more purist
definition, the majority of researchers accept and use the term cross-cultural, and this will be
the term used in this paper.
How do Cultures Vary?
A review of various cultural dimensions ofdifference makes one thing clear: cultures
do vary. It would be a lengthy task to review all of the dimensions identified by previous
scholars (Triandis, in a review ofdimensions identified before 1982, listed 20 important
studies identifying 24 different cultural dimensions (Triandis, 1983)).
Bass andStogdill 's Handbook ofLeadership (Bass, 1990) groups the cultural
dimensions identified in the study of leadership under the following headings: traditionalism
versus modernity; particularism versus universalism; idealism versus pragmatism; and
collectivism versus individualism.
Traditionalism versus Modernity: "Traditionalism emphasizes the family, class,
revealed truths, reverence for the past, and ascribed status. Modernism stressed merit,
rationality, and progress (Inkeles,
1966),"
(Bass, 1990 p. 772). Traditional societies tend to
emphasize masculine traits, authoritative methods of leadership, and a focus on either the past
or the present. As a society shifts to modernity, the importance of the group declines.
Particularism verus Universalism: "A particularistic value orientation implies
institutionalized obligations to friends, whereas the universalistic value orientation stresses
institutionalized obligations to society and places a lesser emphasis on interpersonal
considerations (Parsons & Shils, 1959). In the particularistic value orientation, family
relations and friendships take precedence over considerations ofmerit and
equity,"
(Bass,
1990 p. 773). Extensive research on the impact ofparticularism and universalism to the
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determination ofpay rates provides a good example ofparticularism and universalism in
practice. In particular societies, pay was more often associated with the personal situation of
the employee; in universalistic societies, pay was based on performance regardless ofpersonal
situations. Particularists look at each situation individually; universalists apply general
guidelines to every situation.
Idealism versus Pragmatism: "Pragmatists look for what will work; idealists search for
the
truth,"
(Bass, 1990, p. 774). Pragmatists will more readily change their behavior based on
the feedback they receive; idealists will persist in the same behavior despite negative feedback
because it is what they feel to be morally right.
Collectivism versus Individualism: In collectivist societies, "one is more concerned
with one's relations with others, and achievement of the team and one's group is more
important than is one's personal achievement. In individualistic societies, self-interest
dominates,"
(Bass, 1990, p. 775).
Two other sets of cultural dimensions were found to be particularly significant. This
determination was made based on the following criteria: first, they have been frequently
included in subsequent lists and texts on cultural dimensions, and, secondly, they have been
acknowledged by others to be the definitive works in the area of cultural dimensions (Alder,
1997).
The first of these works is Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck's value dimensions, outlined in
their book, Variations in Value Orientations. The authors asked five questions, the answers to
which they felt were fundamental to all groups. These questions were:
1 . What is the character of innate human nature?
2. What is the relation ofman to nature (and supernature)?
3. What is the temporal focus ofhuman life?
4. What is the modality ofhuman activity?
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5 . What is the modality of
man'
s relationship to other men?
The variance of responses to these questions make up 5 value dimensions, which are
outlined in Table 2.5.
Table 2.5 Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck's five value dimensions
TABLE 1:1
The Fivjs Vju-xne Orientations and the Range of Vakiationb
Postulated fob Each*
















time Past Present Future
activity Being Being-in-Becoming Doing
relational Lineality Collaterally Individualism
Note. From Variations in Value Orientations (p. 12), by Florence Rockwood Kluckhohn & Fred L. Strodtbeck,
1961, New York: Row, Peterson.
Table 2.5 shows the range of each dimension: the two polarities on either side, with a
more moderate position in the middle.
The first of these dimensions, the beliefof a culture as to the fundamental nature of
humanity, shows that cultures generally believe that humanity is evil, neutral/amixture of
good and evil, or good. This has important consequences for the degree to which individuals
in that culture generally trusts or distrusts people. Additionally, cultures that hold each of
these values can consider this fundamental nature to be either mutable or immutable, or, in
other words, that people's nature can or
cannot change. As you can see in Table 2.6 (page
26), this has important implications for organizations, as well as society in general.
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The second dimension relates to a culture's relationship to nature. Each culture either
believes that the individual is subjugated by his or her nature (feels helpless to counter its
influence), lives in harmony with it (understands and respects it, but modifies its impact on
the individual when needed), or masters (conquers and exploits) it. According to Adler, this
dimension relates to more than the physical world; it also includes the "economic, social,
cultural, political, legal, and
technological"
(Adler, 1997, p. 23) environment.
The third dimension deals with the time orientation of a culture. A culture is either
oriented towards the past, the present, or the future. Cultures that orient themselves towards
the past emphasize history and tradition. The past is highly analyzed, and
"today"
is
evaluated and understood in the context ofprevious experiences. For other cultures, the focus
is on the present. These cultures
"live-in-the-moment"
and the enjoyment of life is highly
valued. The future orientation emphasizes what can be achieved in the future; the individual
will work towards that future goal, often sacrificing him or herself in the present.
The fourth dimension, activity, relates to the orientation of the individual towards
being or doing. Being does not imply inactivity; rather it indicates a focus on character and
personal development. Doing indicates an emphasis on what a human being can accomplish.
Being-in-becoming is a combination of the two; this orientation emphasizes the activity an
individual undertakes in order to develop the self.
The fifth dimension describes the individual's relationship to others. Relationships are
either lineal, collateral or individualistic. Lineality and collaterally both define the individual
according to his or her place in the
group. In lineality, the emphasis is on the biological and
cultural continuation of the group over time. This is the collective goal of the group, and this
goal takes precedence over all others. Ordered positional succession within the group is
crucial. Collateral relational systems also emphasize the group, but the responsibility of the
individual to continue the group over time is not a
crucial element. The individual is still
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Table 2.6 Cultural orientations and their implications for management
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Change is possible.
Examplet Emphasize training and development; Emphasize selection
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give people the opportunity select the right person for the job;
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once hired.
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as the best person for the job.
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Being (Controlling)
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Adapted from Kluckhohn and Strodbeck (36). diStefano (18); also see
Lane and diStefano (4(1).
Source: Nancy J. Adler, "Women as
Androgynous Managers: A Conceptualization of the Potential for American
Women in International
Management.'"
Reprinted with permission from InlerruUumnl Jmirrud rf Intooikural
Relation, vol. 3. oo. 6(1079) p. 41 1. Copyright 1979 by Penjamon Press, lid. Adapted by Adler.
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Note. From International Dimensions ofOrganizational Behavior
(3rd
Edition) (p. 20), by Nancy J. Adler, 1997,
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defined by his or her place in the group, but relationships are linear and extended rather than
hierarchical (more like the relationship between siblings rather than the relationship between
parent-child). In an individual-focused society, the effort of the individual is praised and
accomplishment is based on individual actions. The excellence theory of leadership is a good
example of an individualistic approach to leadership.
Table 2.6 shows the American cultural orientation and also the implications of these
dimensions for management (note that the author has included a
6th
dimension, cited in a
different work, related to the individual's relation to space).
Another extremely significant contribution to the area of cultural dimensions is
Hofstede's Culture 's Consequences. This book was the result ofHofstede's massive study of
over 1 16,000 questionnaires collected within IBM over several years. This study resulted in
the identification of4 cultural dimensions.
The first ofHofstede's dimensions is power distance. Table 2.7 defines power
distance; Table 2.8 shows its origins; and Table 2.9 describes the implications ofpower
distance for society. Power distance relates to the degree that people within a culture accept
the unequal distribution ofpower within its institutions and organizations, including the
behavior of individuals towards people higher and lower in rank than them. Cultures which
are considered to have high power distance expect power to be distributed unequally; a large
gap exists between rich and poor, and a directive
management style is considered normal.
Cultures which are considered to have low power distance expect power to be distributed
equally; they may have a large middle class; and participatory
management is valued.
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Table 2.7 The power distance societal norm
FIGURE 3.7 The PowerDistance Societal Norm
LowPDI
Inequality in society should be
minimized.
AU should be interdependent.
Hierarchymeans an inequaBty of roles.
established for convenience.
Subordinates are people likeme.
Superiors are people like me.
The use of power should be legitimate
and is subject to the judgment between
good and evil.
All should have equal rights.
Powerful people should try to look less
powerful than they are.
Stress on reward, legitimate and expert
power.
* The system ts to blame.
Theway to change a social system Is by
redistributing power.
People at various power levels feel less
threatened andmore prepared to trust
people.
Latent harmony between the powerful
and the powerless.
Cooperation among the powerless can
be based on solidarity.
High PDI
There should be an order of Inequality
In this world in which everyone has his
rightful place; high and low are
protected by this order.
A few should be independent; most
should be dependent.
Hierarchymeans existential inequality.
Superiors consider subordinates as
being of a different kind.
Subordinates consider superiors as
being ofa different kind.
* Power is a basic fact of societywhich
antedates good or evil. Its legitimacy is
irrelevant.
Powerholders are entitled to privileges.
Powerful people should try to look as
powerful as possible.
Stresson coercive and referent power.
*The underdog is to blame.
Theway to change a social system is by
dethroning those in power.
Other people are a potential threat to
one's power and rarely can be trusted.
* Latent conflict between powerful and
the powerless.
Cooperation among the powerless is
difficult to bring about because of low
faith In people norm.
Afore. From Culture's Consequences: InternationalDifferences in Work-Related Values (p. 122), by
Geert Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE.
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Origins of Power Distance norm
LowPDI High PDI
Moderate to cold climates
Survival and population
growth more dependent on
man's intervention with nature
More need for technology
Historical events: early





More need for education of








Political power based on
system of representation











Children learn things which
elders never learned: less
dependent
Some teaching is two-way





growth less dependent on
man's intervention with nature
Less need for technology
Historical events: early





Less need for education of
lower strata




Wealth concentrated in hands
of small elite
Political power concentrated
in hands of oligarchy or
military
Little popular resistance to






Slower population increase in
wealthy countries
More static society




Less questioning of authority
in general
FIGURE 3.8 Origins ofNational PowerDistance Index Differences
Note. From Culture's Consequences: InternationalDifferences in Work-Related Values (p. 124), by Geert
HnfotAHo 1080 RpvprK/Hillc PA-dAPrF
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Table 2.9 Consequences of national power distance index differences
FIGURE 3.9 Consequences of National Power Distance Index Differences
LowPDl High PDI
Consequences forPoliticalSystems
Pluralist governments based on . Autocratic or oBgarchic governments
outcome ofmajority votes
No sudden changes in form of
government (evolution and stability)
Political parties exist and tend to be in
the center with relativelyweak left and
rightwings
Government is frequently led by parties
stress ing equality, usually social
democrats
Tax system aims at redisWbutingwealth
Free labor unions exist and tend to be
pragmaticallyoriented
Sudden changes in form of government
(revolution and/or instability)
If political parties exist, there is a
polarization between left and rightwith
aweak center.
If government is based on election
results, it tends to be led by parties not
stressing equality (rightwing)
Tax system protects thewealthy
If free labor unions exist, these tend to
be ideologically based and involved in
politics.
Consequences forReligious Life andPhilosophicaland Ideological Thinking
Success of religions stressing equality
Ideologies of power equalization
Pluralist theorists about society
Non-zero-sum theories of power
"Foxes"
approach is seen as leading to
stability
More, Marx, Weber, Mulder.
Tannenbaum
Success of religions stressing
stratification
Ideologies of power polarization
Elitist theories about society
Zero-sum theories of power
"Lions"
approach is seen as leading to
stability
Machiavelli, Mosca, Pareto, Michels
Less centralization
Flatter organization pyramids
Smaller proportion of supervisory
personnel
Smallerwage differentials
High qualification of lower strata





Large proportion of supervisory
personnel
Largewage differentials
Low qualification of lower strata
White-collar jobs valuedmore than
blue-collar jobs
Note. From Culture's Consequences: InternationalDifferences in Work-Related Values (p. 135), by Geert
Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE.
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Uncertainty avoidance, the second ofHofstede's dimensions, deals with the degree
that people feel uncomfortable or threatened by uncertain situations. Table 2.10 shows the
norm for uncertainty avoidance, Table 2.1 1 shows its origins, and Table 2.12 shows its
implications for society. A country with high uncertainty avoidance clings to rules, structure,
predictability, absolutes. A country with low uncertainty avoidance tolerates, even enjoys,
unpredictability, flexibility, the acceptance of differences, and relativism. For example,
individuals in a culture with high uncertainty avoidance may tend to rarely change jobs
because of the inherent uncertainty involved in changing positions, while individuals from
cultures which have low uncertainty avoidance may change jobs frequently.
The third ofHofstede's dimension, individualism, relates to the importance of
extended groups within a culture (see Tables 2.13, 2.14, and 2.15). In individualistic cultures,
the individual is primarily responsible for him or herself and a small network ofpeople; social
groupings are loose. In collectivist cultures, the individual is defined according to his or her
role in the wider, tight social framework.
The fourth dimension, masculinity, defines the degree to which a culture exhibits the
masculine values of "assertiveness, the acquisition ofmoney and things, and not caring for
others, the quality of life, or
people,"
(Hofstede, 1980, p. 46). These values were identified as
masculine because men within nearly every society, when ask to indicate the importance of
the above values, were found to consider these values to be very important. This occurred
even in cultures which were as a whole more feminine in nature (valuing caring for others and
quality of life and people.) It is interesting to note that
cultures which are more masculine see
a wider polarity between men and
women's values, while cultures that are more feminine tend
to see less polarity. The elements, origins, and implications ofmasculinity are defined in
Tables 2. 16, 2. 17, and 2. 18.
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Table 2.10 The uncertainty avoidance societal norm
FIGURE 4.4 The UncertaintyAvoidance Societal Norm
Low UM High UAI
The uncertainty inherent in life is
more easily accepted and each day
is taken as it comes.
The uncertainty inherent in life is
felt as a continuous threat that
must be fought.
Easey4pwer stress. Higher anxiety and stress.
?Time is free. Time ismoney.
Hardwork is not a virtue per se. Inner urge towork hard.
Weaker superegos. Strong superegos.
Aggressive behavior is frowned
upon.
Aggressive behavior of self and
others is accepted.
Less showing of emotions. More showing of emotions.
Conflict and competition can be
contained on the level of fair play
and used constructively.
Conflict and competition can
unleash aggression and should
therefore be avoided.
More acceptance of dissent. Strong need for consensus.
Deviance is not felt as threatening;
greater tolerance.
Deviant persons and ideas are
dangerous; intolerance.
Less nationalism. Nationalism.
More positive toward younger
people.
Younger people are suspect.
Less conservatism. Conservatism , law and order.
Morewillingness to take risks in
life.
Concern with security in life.
Achievementdetermined in terms
of recognition.
Achievement defined in terms of
security.
Relativism, empiricism. Search for ultimate, absolute truths
and values.
There should be as few rules as
possible.
Need forwritten rules and
regulations.
If rules cannot be kept, we should
change them.
If rules cannot be kept, we are
sinners and should repent.
Belief in generalists andcommon
sense.
Belief in experts and their
knowledge.
The authorities are there to serve
the citizens.
Ordinary citizens are incompetent
versus the authorities.
Note. From Culture's Consequences: International Differences
in Work-Related Values (p. 184), by Geert
Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE.
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Table 2.11 Origins of national uncertainty avoidance index differences
FIGURE 4.5 Origins ofNational Uncertainty Avoidance Index Differences
LowUAl High UAI
Advancedmodernization Beginningmodernization: high rate
of change in society
Older democracies Younger democracies
Dense populations in poor
countries; sparse populations in
wealthy countries
Sparse populations in poor





absolute certainties, the hereafter,
and sin
Historical events: less legislation,
more settlement ofdisputes by
negotiation and/or conflict
Historical events: inheritance of
developed system of legislation
Lowmean age of population
leaders
High mean age of population
leaders
Smaller organizations Larger organizations
1
Note. From Culture's Consequences: InternationalDifferences in Work-Related Values (p. 185), by Geert
Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE.
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Table 2.12 Consequences of national uncertainty avoidance index differences
FIGURE 4.6 Consequences of National UncertaintyAvoidance Index
Differences
See
page LowUAl High UAI
Consequences for SocietyatLarge
175 Slower economic growth after Faster economic growth after
World War II World War II
185 Weaker nationalism Stronger nationalism
177 Less aggressiveness versus Greater aggressiveness versus






178 Stronger feelings of citizen Greater dependence of citizens
180 competence on authorities
178 More tolerance for citizen
protest
Less tolerance for citizen protest
178 Civil servants positive toward
politics
Civil servants dislike politics
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Table 2.12 Consequences of national uncertainty avoidance index differences,
cont'd
FIGURE 4.6 Continued
179 More casuistic approach to legal
issues
180 Lower speed limits and fewer
fatal road accidents
181 Stronger accent on lay
competence: more nurses per
doctor
Consequences forReligious Life and Philosophical
and Ideological Thinking
181 Either no state religions ormore More intolerant state religions
More elaborate legal system
Faster car-driving admitted and
more fatal road accidents
Stronger accent on expertise:
fewer nurses per doctor
181




182 Practical contributions to
knowledge





Search for absolute truth
Theoretical contributions to
knowledge
Theoricism in social sciences
Ideological thinking popular
Consequences forOrganizations
186 Less structuring of activities
188 "Fewerwritten rules
1 88 More generalists or amateurs

















> Hkjh labor turnover
More ambitious employees
Lower satisfaction scores
Less power through control of
uncertainty
Less ritual behavior
More structuring of activities
Morewritten rules
Larger number of specialists






and consistent in their style
Managers less willing to make




More power through control of
uncertainty
More ritual behavior
Note. From Culture's Consequences: InternationalDifferences in Work-Related Values (pp. 186-187), by Geert
Hnfe^Ho IQRn Rpvpt-Iv Hilk f.A-SAfrF.
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Table 2.13 The individualism societal norm
FIGURE 5.5 The Individualism Societal Norm
Lowmy High IDV
In society, people are bom into extended
familiesor clans which protect them in
exchange for loyalty.
In society, everyone is supposed to take








Identity is based in the social system. Identity isbased in the individual.
Emotional dependence of Individual on
organizations and institutions.
Emotional independence of individual
from organizations or institutions.
Emphasis on belonging to organization ;
membership ideal.
Emphasis on individual initiative and
achievement; leadership Ideal.
PrivateMe is invaded by organizations
andclans towhichone belongs;
opinions are predetermined .
Everyone has a righton a private fife
and opinion.
Expertise, order, duty, security provided
by organ ization or clan.
Autonomy, variety, pleasure, individual
financial security.
Friendships predetermined by stable
social relationships; but need for
prestige with in these relationships.
Need for specific friendships.
Belief in group decisions.
Belief In individual decisions .
Value standards dfffer for ingroups and
outgroups;
particularism.8
Value standards should apply to all;
universalism.8
Pwor>aandSWl8{l951).
Note. From Culture's Consequences: International Differences in Work-Related
Values (p. 235), by Geert
Hofstede, 1980, BeverlyHills, CA: SAGE.
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Table 2.14 Origins of national individualism index differences
FIGURE 5.6 Origins of National Individualism Index Differences
LowlDV High IDV
Less economic development Greater economic
development.
Less social mobility andweak
development ofmiddle class.
Greater social mobility and strong
development of middle class.
Tropical and subtropical climates. Moderate to cokj climates.
Survival less dependent on individual
initiative.
Survival more dependent on individual
initiative.
More traditional agriculture, less modern
industry, less urbanization.
Less traditional agriculture, more
modern industry, more urbanization.
Extended family or tribal structures.
Nuclear family structure.
More children per nuclear family. Fewer
children per nuclear family.
Traditional educational systems, for
minority of population.
Pragmatic educational systems, for
majority of
population.
Historical factors: tradition of collectivist
thinking and action.
Historical factors: tradition of
individualist thinking and action.
Smaller, particularist organizations. Larger,
universalis! organizations.
Note. From Culture's Consequences: InternationalDifferences in
Work-Related Values (p. 237), by Geert
Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE.
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Table 2.15 Consequences of national individualism index differences
FIGURE 5.7 Consequences of National Individualism IndexDifferences




233 Forwealthy countries, a relatively
low IDVhelps economic growth.
*
233 Unbalanced power poitical
systems.
234 'Less occupational mobility.
234 Income inequality between sectors
of the economy.
234 Less press freedom.
235 Repression potential.
233 Labormovementmore united.




228 More road accidents.
Gese/fechafi (society-based)
social order.
After a certain level ofwealth has
been obtained, slower economic
growth.
Balanced power political systems.
Greater occupationalmobility.





Laborunions less interested in
sharingmanagement
Saferdriving.
Consequences forReligious Life andPhilosophicaland Ideological Thinking
215 Collective conversions.
* Individual conversions.
215 Jen philosophy ofman. Personality philosophy
ofman.













to took after them Bke a
family
and can become very alienated if
Involvement of individualswith
organizations primarily calculative .
Organizations are notexpected to
look after employees from the









221 Employees expect organization
to .Employees are expected to defend
defend their interests. their
own interests.
? PoUeles and practices based on
Polcies and practices should allow
loyalty and sense ofduty.
220
for individual Initiative.
Note. From Culture's Consequences:
International Differences in
Work-Related Values (pp. 238-239), by Geert
Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills,
CA: SAGE.
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Table 2.16 The masculinity societal norm
aINormFIGURE 6.6 The MasculinitySocieti
LowMAS HighMAS
People orientation. Money and things orientation.
Quality of life and environmentare
important.
Performance and growth are important
Work to live. Uve to work.
Service ideal. Achievement ideal.
Interdependence ideal. Independence ideal.
Intuition. Decisiveness.
Sympathy for the unfortunate. Sympathy for the successful achiever.
Levelling: don't try to be better than
others.
Excelling: try to be the best.
Small and stow are beautiful. Big and fast are beautiful.
Men need not be assertive but can also
take caring roles.
Men should behave assertively and
women should care.
Sex roles in society should befluid. Sex roles in society should be clearly
differentiated.
Differences in sex rotes should not
mean differences in power.
Men should dominate in all settings.
Unisex and androgyny ideal. Machismo (ostentative manliness)
Ideal.
Note. From Culture's Consequences: International Differences
in Work-Related Values (pp.294-295), by Geert
Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE.
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Table 2.17 Origins of national masculinity index differences
FIGURE 6.7 Origins of NationalMasculinity Index Differences
LowMAS High MAS
More necessary in colder climates in
whichmom equal partnershipofmen
andwomen improves chances of
survival and population growth.
More easilymaintained inwarmer
climates in which survival and
population growth are less dependent
onman's intervention with nature;
women can be kept ignorant.
More necessary ifcountry is very poor.
More easilymaintained if country is very
wealthy.
LessMcety if country is very poor or very
wealthy.
Controlled family size: relatively small
when country is poor, relatively large
when country iswealthy.
Uncontrolled family size: relatively large
when country is poor, relatively small
when country iswealthy.
Stronger position of the mother in the
family.
Weaker position of themother in the
family.
Both rather and mother used as models
by boys and girls.
Father used asmodel by boys; mother
bygirls.
Same as highMAS. Traditions going back several
generations, reinforced or weakened by
historical events.
Note. From Culture 's Consequences: International Differences in Work-Related Values (p. 295), by Geert
Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE.
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Table 2.18 Consequences of national masculinity index differences
FIGURE 6.8 Consequences of NationalMasculinity Index Differences
See pages LowMASCountries High MAS Countries
Consequences for Societyat Large
Trying to be better than others is There are rewards in the form of
neither socially normaterially wealth or status for the successful
rewarded. achiever.
295
297 Social adaptation-oriented school
system.
293 More benevolence versus the
thirdworld.
297 Conservation of the environment
is seen as amore important
problem than economic growth.
284 Small-scaleenterprises, projects,
286 etc. popular.
292 Men andwomen follow the same
types of higher education.
268 Men andwomen can both be
breadwinners.
268 Less occupational segregation:
eg., male nurses.




Less benevolenceversus the third
world.
Economic growth is seen as a
more important problem than
conservation of the environment.
Large-scale enterprises, projects,
etc. popular.
Men andwomen follow different
types of higher-level education.
Men are breadwinners, women
are cakewinners.
Some occupations are considered
typicallymale, others female.
Faster car driving, more
accidents.
















Belief in equality of the sexes.
Moremoderatewomen's
liberationmovements.













want careers, others do not.
Organizations should not interfere
with people's private lives.
Morewomen in more qualified
and better-paid jobs.




legitimate reason for interfering
with people's private lives.
Fewerwomen in more qualified
and better-paid jobs.
Note. From Culture's Consequences: International Differences in Work-Related
Values (p. 296), by Geert
Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE.
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Eight years after Hofstede identified his four cultural dimensions, he added a fifth.
The identification of the
5th
dimensions began when Hofstede and his team of colleagues were
troubled by the limitation posed to the accuracy of research data by their own cultural
programming. Specifically, they were concerned about the situation where an evaluation
form written by individuals in one culture but administered to individuals in another. In the
case ofHofstede's own research, the evaluation had been written by individuals from different
countries, but from the same cultural cluster: Western. Maybe they had missed a dimension
by being culturally programmed to not look for it!
Michael Bond, at the time a senior lecturer at the Chinese University ofHong Kong,
asked Chinese social scientists to develop a list ofbasic values for Chinese people. He then
developed this into the Chinese Value Survey, which was administered globally. The results
confirmed three ofHofstede's dimensions: power distance, individualism, and masculinity.
"The three dimensions common to the Chinese Value Survey and the IBM studies are the
ones that refer to three types of expected social behavior: behavior toward senior or juniors,
toward the group, and as a function of one's sex. These represent cultural choices so
fundamental to any human society that they are found regardless ofwhether the values
surveyed were designed by aWestern or an Eastern
mind,"
(Hofstede, 1988, p, 16).
No dimension was found related to uncertainty avoidance (in other words, the concept
appears to be insignificant in the Chinese culture: the survey developed based on their list of
values did not even detect the dimension). However, the Chinese Value Survey did uncover a
fifth dimension, Confucian dynamism (see Table 2.19).
The key principles ofConfucianism, according to Hofstede and Bond are: "1 . The
stability of society is based on unequal
relationships between people. . .2. The family is the
prototype of all social organizations. . .3. Virtuous behavior toward others consists of treating
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Table 2.19 Values associated with Confucian dynamism
Exhibit 3
Values Associated With Confucian Dynamism




But the relative unimportance of:
Personal steadiness and stability
Ordering relationships by status
and observing this order
Prolpctmg your face
Thrift Respect for tradition
Having a sense of shame Reciprocation of greetings.
favors, and gifts
Note. From "Confucius and Economic Growth: New Trends in Culture's
Consequences,"
by Geert Hofstede and
Michael Harris Bond, 1988, Organizational Dynamics, 16 (4), p.17.
others as one would like to be treated oneself: a basic human benevolence which, however,
does not extend as far as the Christian injunction to love thy enemies. . .4. Virtue with regard
to one's tasks in life consists of trying to acquire skills and education, working hard, not
spending more than necessary, being patient, and
persevering,"
(Hofstede, 1988, p. 8).
While both polarities of the Confucian dynamism are part of the teachings of
Confucius, ". . .the values on the left select those teachings ofConfucius that are more oriented
toward the future (especially perseverance and thrift), whereas those on the right select
Confucian values oriented toward the past and the
present,"
(Hofstede, 1988, p. 16).
The case ofHofstede's fifth dimension is intriguing, because is clearly demonstrates
the problem described earlier in the paper: by assuming, we limit ourselves. In this case, a
dimension did not appear on the spectrum ofpossibilities simply because the cultural
programming of the researchers unconsciously
limited the possibilities they tested.
To summarize Hofstede's dimensions, three dimensions related to individual social
behavior, namely power distance, individualism, and masculinity,
appear to be universal.
Uncertainty avoidance, which Hofstede has defined as being
related to the individual's search
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for truth, appears to be exclusively Western. Confucian dynamism, which Hofstede has
defined as being related to the individual's search for virtue, appears to be exclusively
Eastern.
Culture in the Organization
There are three basic kinds of organizations: mono-cultural, where only one culture is
present; multi-cultural, where employees come from more than two cultural backgrounds; and
foreign culture, where an organization from one culture operates in a different culture (usually
management is from the foreign culture, lower-level employees are from the host culture).
Additionally, there are three ways for culture to be treated in a multi-cultural or
foreign culture organization. The first is parochial, which is related to the concept of naive
realism described on p. 19. In organizations which take a parochial approach to culture, it is
assumed that cultural differences do not exist. Instead, everyone assumes that others, despite
being culturally different, share the same values, attitudes, and behaviors and interpret
situations the same way. The second organizational approach to culture is ethno-centric; the





or "inferior". This often occurs in foreign-culture organizations or
multi-organizational organizations where management largely comes from one culture. The
third approach to managing culture is synergistic: to understand culture, to consider each to be
equally valuable, and to try to leverage the advantages of each culture while effectively
treating any cross-cultural tensions that arise (usually through cultural-awareness training and
an emphasis on communication) (Adler, 1997).
A synergistic treatment of culture is crucial for post-industrial
multi- and foreign
culture organizations. First of all, the post-industrial organizational paradigm calls for an
organization which is aligned by shared values rather than controlled. Understanding the role
of culture is crucial to creating this requisite alignment.
Another crucial element of the post-
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industrial paradigm is empowering the individual to innovate, drawing on his or her expertise.
Cultural understanding in the workplace is needed for this to happen. A synergistic treatment
of culture would thus suit the post-industrial paradigm. In the past, some have argued that one
way to treat cultural differences in an organization is to supplant them with a strong
organizational culture; however, it has been proven that organizational culture amplifies rather
than minimizes cultural differences (Adler, 1997). No one is really sure why this occurs; it
may be that the pressure to conform to a different (though organizational) culture increases
the resistance of employees and causes them to hold more strongly to their own culture.
Cultural dimensions, like culture itself, overlap. Many different cultural dimensions
have been identified, but most include elements from other cultural dimensions identified
elsewhere. For example, traditionalism versus modernity includes the concepts ofpower
distance and the dimension related to the individual's perception of time. Hofstede's
dimension of individualism includes particularism versus universalism.
In this study Hofstede's first four cultural dimensions will be used as the basis for
testing and understanding the Croatian and American cultures. As described above, power
distance, individualism, and masculinity appear to be universal; uncertainty avoidance appears
to exist only inWestern cultures, but will be tested
for as both cultures being studied are in
the Western world. The dimension ofConfucian dynamism will not be included as it has
been concluded to be ofminimal significance in the Western world.
Because of the fact that culture is complex and that dimensions overlap, Tables 2.20,
2.21, 2.22, and 2.23 have been included. These are Hofstede's
categorization of the results of
previous cross-cultural research. They will assist the reader's understanding the four
dimensions used in this study by describing other manifestations of the
dimensions.
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Table 2.20 Summary of connotations of power distance index differences
found
in survey research
FIGURE 3.6 Summary of Connotations of PowerDistance Index
Differences found in Survey Research
See
page Low PDI Countries High PDI Countries
114 Parents put less value on children's
obedience.
113 Students put high value on
independence.
115 Authoritarian attitudes in students are
amatter of personality.
102 Managers seen as making decisions
115 after consulting with subordinates.
115 Close supervision negatively
evaluated by subordinates.
111 Stronger perceivedwork ethic; strong






manager s decision-making style
dearly centered on consultative,
give-
and-take style.
1 12 Managers like seeing themselves as
practical and systematic: they admit a
need for support.




109 Managers seen as showingmore
consideration.





109 Mixed feeling about
employees'
participation inmanagement.
113 Mixed feeings amongmanagers
about the distribution of capacity for
leadership and initiative.
118 Informal employee consultation
possiblewithout formal participation.
106 Higher-educated employees hold
much less authoritarian values than
lower-educatedones.
Parents put high value on children's
obedience.
Students put high value on
conformity.
Students show authoritarian attitudes
as a social norm.




Weaker perceived work ethic; more
frequent belief that people dislike
work.
Managersmore satisfiedwith





paternalistic and majority rule.
Managers like seeing themselves as
benevolent decision makers.
Employees fear todisagree with their
boss.


















employees show similar values about
authority.
Note. From Culture's Consequences:
InternationalDifferences in Work-Related
Values (p. 119), by Geert
Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills, CA:
SAGE.
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Table 2.21 Summary of connotations of uncertainty avoidance index differences
found in survey research
FIGURE 4.3 A Summary ofConnotations of UncertaintyAvoidance Index
Differences Found in Survey Research
See
page Low UAI Countries High UAICountries
169 Lower anxiety level in Higher anxiety level in
population. population.
173 Greater readiness to live by the
day.
Moreworry about the future.
164 Lower job stress. Higher jpb stress.
Less emotional resistance to More emotional resistance to
change. change.
164 Less hesitation to change Tendency to staywith the same
employers. employer.
167 Loyalty to employer is not seen Loyalty to employer is seen as a
as a virtue. virtue.
167 Preference for smaller Preference for larger
organizationsas employers. organizations as employers.
172 Smaller generation gap. Greatergeneration gap.
167 Lower average age in higher Higher average age in higher
172 level jobs. level jobs: gerontocracy.
167 Managers should be selected Managers should be selected
on other criteria than seniority. on the basis of seniority.
171 Stronger achievement Less achievement motivation.
172 motivation.
175 Hope of success. Fear of failure.
171 More risk-taking. Less risk-taking.
167 Stronger ambition for individual Lower ambition for individual
advancement. advancement.
167 Prefersmanager career over Prefers specialist career over
specialist career. managercareer.
199 Amanager need not be an Amanagermust be an
expert in
expert in the field hemanages. the field hemanages.
173 Hierarchical structures of Hierarchical structures
of
organizations can be by-passed organizations should be clear
for pragmatic reasons. and respected.
201 Preference for broad guidelines. Preference
forclear
requirements and instructions.
164 Rules may be broken for Company
rules should not be
pragmatic reasons.
broken.
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Table 2.21 Summary of connotations of uncertainty avoidance index differences
found in survey research, cont'd
FIGURE 4.3 Continued
199 Conflict in organizations is
natural.
167 Competition between
employees can be fair and right.
167 More sympathy for individual
172 ,andauthoritative decisions.
199 ? Delegation to subordinates can
be complete.
1 73 Higher tolerance for ambiguity
in perceiving others
(higher LPC).
1 73 More prepared to compromise
with opponents.
167 -Acceptance of foreigners as
managers.
173 Larger fraction prepared to live
abroad.
167 Higher tolerance for ambiguity
in looking at own job (lower
satisfaction scores).




167 Employeeoptimism about the
motives behind company
activities.
172 Optimism about people's
amount of initiative, ambition,
and leadership skills.





Ideological appeal of consensus
and of consultative leadership.
However, initiative of
subordinates should be kept
under control.
Lower tolerance for ambiguity in
perceiving others (lower LPC).
Lower readiness to compromise
with opponents.
Suspicion toward foreigners as
managers.
Fewer people prepared to live
abroad.
Lower tolerance for ambiguity in
looking at own job (higher
satisfaction scores).








amount of initiative, ambition,
and leadership skills.
Note. From Culture's Consequences: InternationalDifferences in Work-Related Values (pp. 176-177), by Geert
Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE.
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Table 2.22 Summary of connotations of individualism index differences found in
survey research
FIGURE 5.3 Summary of Connotations of Individualism Index Differences
Found In Survey and Related Research
Seepage Low IDVCountries High IDVCountries
220 Importance ofprovisionsby










224 Large company attractive. Small company attractive.
224 Moral involvementwith company. Calculative involvementwith
company.
220 More importance attached to More importance attached to
training and use of skills in jobs.
227 Students consider it less socially
acceptable to claim pursuing their
own endswithoutmincing others.




freedom and challenge in jobs.
Students consider it socially
acceptable to claim pursuing their
own endswithoutminding others.
Managers aspire to leadership and
variety.





ofview on stimulating employee
initiative and group activity.
However, individual decisions are
considered better than group
decisions.
Enjoyment in ii fe appeals to
students.
227 Managers choose duty, expertrtess, Managers
choosepleasure.
and prestige as life goals. affection, and security as
life goals.
Managers rate having security in
theirpositionmore Important.
Managers endorse IradftfonaT
points of view, not supporting
employee initiative and group
224 Group decisions are considered
better than individual decisions .
%H Duty in Bfe appeals to students.
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Table 2.22 Summary of connotations of individualism index differences found in
survey research, cont'd
FIGURE 5.3Continued
229 Individual initiative s soc tatty
frowned upon; fatalism





More acquiescence m responses to
"importance'
questions




229 People thought of m terms of
mgroups and outgroups;
pmttiatimiam.
People thought of in general terms.
universalism.
228 Social relations predetermined in
terms of togroups
Need to make specific friendships.
224 More years of shooing needed to
do a gaw fob.
Fewer years of schooling needed to
doagrvenjoo.
228 More traffic accidents per 1000
vehicles.
Fewer traffic accidents per 1000
vehicles.
226 More traditional time use pattern. More modern time use pattern
Note. From Culture's Consequences: International Differences in Work-Related Values (pp. 230-231),
by Geert Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE.
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Table 2.23 Summary of connotations ofmasculinity index differences found in
survey research
Found in Survey and Related Research
Seepagt LowMAS Countries High MASCountries
277 Relationshipwithmanager,
cooperation, friendly atmosphere,
living in a desirable area, and
employment security relatively






286 Managers relatively less interested





284 Belief in group decisions. Belief in the independent decision
maker.
286 Students less interested in
recognition.
Students aspire to recognition
(admiration for the strong).
287 Weaker achievementmotivation. Sfronger achievement motivation.
287 Achievement defined in terms of Achievement defined in terms of
human contacts and living
environment.
recognition and wealth.
285 Work less central in people's lives. Greaterwork centrality.
287 People prefer shorterworking
,
hours tomore salary.
People prefermore salary to
shorterworking hours.
281 Company's interference in private
fife rejected.
Company's interference in private
life accepted.
284 Greater social role attributed to Greater social role attributed to
other institutions than corporation. corporation.
284 HERMES employees Bke small
companies.
HERMES employees like large
corporations.
286 Entire population more attracted to
smaller organizations.
Entire population more attracted to
larger organization.
284 Lower job stress. Higher job stress.
281 Less skepticism as to factors
leading to getting ahead.
Skepticism as to factors leading to
getting ahead.
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Table 2.23 Summary of connotations ofmasculinity index differences found in
survey research, cont'd:
FIGURE 6.5 Continued
286 Students more benevolent
(sympathy for theweak).
Students less benevolent.
286 Managers havemore a service
ideal.







work) gets some support.
276 In HERMES, morewomen in jobs
withmixed sex composition.
In HERMES, fewerwomen in jobs
with mixed sex composition.
280 Smalleror no value differences
between men and women in the
same jobs.
Greater value differences between
men andwomen in the same jobs.
287 Sex role equality in children's
books.
More sex role differentiation in
children's books.
Note. From Culture's Consequences: InternationalDifferences in Work-Related Values (pp. 288-289), by Geert
Hofstede, 1980, Beverly Hills, CA: SAGE.
It is clear that cultures do vary, both internally and externally. It is also clear that
culture affects leadership. At the most basic level, followers respond best to leaders whose
values, attitudes, and behaviors are
most similar to their own. Thus understanding the impact
ofculture on the concept of organizational leadership is crucial for it to be applied
effectively.
In this chapter we have examined the evolving
concept of organizational leadership
and explored areas of cultural difference. Chapter 3
will explain how the research of this
study was designed, organized, and
conducted.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
As this research was designed to test for differences between the Croatian and
American cultures and then connect these differences (or similarities) to the concept of
organizational leadership as defined by Rost, the previous chapter reviewed the concept of
organizational leadership and identified areas of cultural difference. In this chapter, the
methodology used in conducting this research will be explained.
The primary area of research was cultural differences between Croatian and American
undergraduate college students. The survey (Appendix A) was designed to test for Hofstede's
four cultural dimensions, also keeping inmind the implications of these dimensions towards
Rost's definition of leadership.
The challenge in creating this survey was to connect behaviors, attitudes, values, and
perceptions to underlying cultural characteristics, and then to reverse the process and connect
the underlying cultural characteristics to behaviors, attitudes, values and perceptions related to
leadership. The basis for completion ofboth these tasks was Hofstede's Culture 's
Consequences.
In addition to describing each of the four cultural dimensions, Culture 's Consequences
also explains how to determine the degree to which each culture demonstrates these
dimensions. Hofstede used a survey administered internally in an international company
(Appendix B), and was able to show which areas were most indicative of each culture's
dimensional "score". While the survey used in this study was adapted to fit a sample of
students rather than employees, Hofstede's basic premises for testing each ofhis four cultural
dimensions were used.
The first dimension, power distance, can be determined by examining the functioning
; +u<* oocta^c r*c +V10 onltnrf> TVif wav that cnnervisnrs handle decision-makine andr\+ m/ii
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the way that employees wish their supervisors would handle decision-making are good
indicators of the level ofpower distance in that culture. Fear ofdisagreeing with supervisors
was the third highly significant gauge ofpower distance.
Uncertainty avoidance, the second cultural dimension, can be determined by
examining rule orientation, employment stability, and the level of stress in a culture. If a
culture is high on the spectrum ofuncertainty avoidance, it will rely heavily on rules;
individuals will tend to stay in employment positions for a long time; and individuals will
tend to experience more tension and stress.
The third and fourth dimensions, individualism and masculinity, were both measured
by the value assigned to work goals. According to Hofstede, individualistic cultures highly
value personal time, freedom, challenge, and do NOT highly value using skills, physical
conditions and training. Masculine cultures highly value earnings, recognition, advancement,
and challenge, and do NOT highly value employment security, living in a desirable area,
cooperation, and having a good working relationship with one's manager.
Such clear-cut guidelines about how to test each sample's concept of leadership were
not available. While leadership has been tested cross-culturally in the past, all of this research
referred to the industrial model of leadership and often really were testingmanagement styles
rather than real leadership. After understanding the cultural dimensions, leadership was found
to be linked to at least three of the four cultural dimensions.
Individualism is strongly linked to leadership in that individual initiative is needed for
leadership and the will to work with others collectively is needed
for followership. Thus it
would seem that all cultures would have one or the other advantage for leadership. Perhaps
leadership may exist more readily in cultures which
fall into the middle of the
individual/collective spectrum; they are not so focused on the
individual that they are
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unwilling to follow and are not so focused on group effort that they are unwilling to emerge
separate from the group.
Uncertainty avoidance is also strongly linked to leadership in that it deals directly with
change. Uncertainty avoidance measures the acceptance of change within a society; thus a
country that is high in uncertainty avoidance may be less willing to effect true leadership in
that it naturally resists change. Thus it would seem that a culture that is low in uncertainty
avoidance would be the best for a true leadership climate.
Power distance also connects to leadership in that, in Rost's post-industrial model of
leadership, leadership should emerge throughout the organization, and not be reserved for
management. If an organization functions in a high power distance culture, it may be difficult
for employees throughout the company to be willing to initiate change; those who do may
find it extremely difficult to make change occur. Thus it would seem that a low power
distance culture is desirable for leadership.
Rost's definition of leadership is an "an influence relationship among leaders and
followers who intend real changes that reflect their mutual
purposes,"
(Rost, 1991, p. 103).
"Influence
relationship"





connects to uncertainty avoidance.
Like individualism, the cultural dimension ofmasculinity relies heavily on values. As
so many aspects of leadership and the post-industrial organizational paradigm (leadership
through shared vision, the emergence of the leader, post-industrial organizational alignment)
rely upon understanding the values of those involved, the author
felt that it was worthwhile to
test for masculinity from a leadership perspective. While the relationship
between the cultural
dimension ofmasculinity and leadership may not be as direct as the others, it still contributes
to our understanding ofpotential barriers as well
as predispositions to the implementation of
Rost's definition of leadership.
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Derivation and Description of the Questions
Parti
Questions 1-10: Ten work-related criteria were listed. The respondent was asked to
think of his or her ideal job, and then to indicate whether that criteria was "very important",
"somewhat important", or "not
important."
The importance of each of these criteria,
considered in aggregate, indicates the degree to which the cultural dimensions ofpower
distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism, and masculinity are present in the society.
Question 1 : The importance of accomplishment in one's job has been shown to
positively correlate with a high degree of individualism as well as masculinity.
Question 2: The importance ofjob security has been shown to positively correlate with
uncertainty avoidance and negatively with masculinity.
Question 3: The importance of earning a lot ofmoney has been shown to positively
correlate with masculinity.
Question 4: The importance ofhaving little stress on the job has been shown to
positively correlate with uncertainty
avoidance.
Question 5: The importance ofhaving creative freedom in how the job's tasks are
completed has been shown to positively correlate with individualism.
Question 6: The importance ofworking with people that cooperate
well with each
other has been shown to negatively correlate with
individualism and masculinity and
positively with uncertainty
avoidance.
Question 7: The importance ofbeing included in a company's decisionmaking
has
been shown to positively correlate with
power distance. (According to Hofstede, individuals
in a high power distance society usually crave what they
are denied, in this case a loosening
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of the power mechanisms at work and the ability to participate in the management of the
company, including decision-making.)
Question 8: The importance of the opportunity to advance to higher level jobs has
been found to positively correlate with masculinity.
Question 9: The importance ofworking for a companywhich cares about its
employees has been found to negatively correlate with individualism.
Question 10: The importance ofhaving a good working relationship with one's
manager has been found to negatively correlate with masculinity.
In Question 1 1, the respondent was asked to indicate which three of the ten work-
related criteria listed in Questions 1-10 was most important to him or her in considering his or
her ideal position. This provided an additional possibility to determine which criteria are
most highly valued.
Part II
Questions 12 and 13 are based on descriptions of four kinds ofmanager: autocratic
(Manager 1); persuasive/paternalistic (Manager 2); consultative (Manager 3); and
participative (Manager 4). After describing the decision-making style of the four managers,
the respondent was asked to indicate for which manager he or she would most prefer to work
(Question 12) and which manager is most like the average
manager in his or her country
(Question 13).
In the completion of the results ofhis own survey, Hofstede discovered that the
responses to this question were indicative of the degree ofpower distance in
the respondent's
society.
Regarding Question 12, when respondents
chose Managers 1, 2, or 4, a high degree of
nower distance existed in their society. A choice ofManager 1 is a
"status-quo"
choice; the
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respondent, living in a high power distance society, prefers an autocratic manager. A choice
ofManager 2 indicates that while the respondent likes to be treated nicely, they still expect
the manager to retain the power ofhis position. A choice ofManager 4 is a reaction to the
high power distance in the culture in that the respondent is choosing a quite inefficient but
"pleasant in
principle"
managerial style (this same logic applies to Question 7). A choice of
Manager 3 indicates a society with a low degree ofpower distance, one in which consultative
management is both enjoyed and preferred.
The second question, namely to indicate which of the four types the respondent feels is
most typical ofmanagers in his or her country (Question 13), is also a good indicator of the
degree ofpower distance in that culture. Obviously, a choice ofManager 1 or 2 indicates
higher power distance while a choice ofManager 3 or 4 indicates lower power distance.
Part III
This section consisted ofmiscellaneous questions designed to further test the degree of
each cultural dimension evident in the respondent's society.
Question 14: This question asks the respondent ifhe or she believes, in general, that




would indicate very high power distance in that society, while
"never"
would indicate very low power distance. The replies in between the two polarities
indicate a moderate-to-high, moderate, or moderate-to-low degree ofpower distance.
Question 15: Reluctance to change positions was found by Hofstede to indicate the
degree ofuncertainty avoidance in a society. Question 15
tests for uncertainty avoidance by
asking the respondent how long they think they will work for a company
once hired. In low
uncertainty avoidance societies, individuals should,
in general, remain in a position for a
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shorter period of time. In high uncertainty avoidance societies, individuals will tend to stay in
a position for a longer period of time.
Question 16: This question asks the respondent how often he or she feels nervous or





would indicate a high degree of uncertainty avoidance while a response
of
"never"
would indicate a low degree of uncertainty avoidance. The responses in between
the two polarities indicate a moderate-to-high, moderate, or moderate-to-low degree of
uncertainty avoidance.
Question 17: This question asks which is more important in a healthy society: the
rights of the individual (high individualism) or that the citizens work together to create a good
society (low individualism).
Question 18: This question asks the respondent which of the two statements he or she
most agrees with: "I can control my own
future"
(low uncertainty avoidance) or "A lot of
what happens to me in my life is something I can't
control"
(high uncertainty avoidance).
Question 19: This question asks the respondent whether he or she prefers to complete
assignments alone (high individualism) or to work with other people (low individualism).
Question 20: This question asks the respondent which is more important to him or
herself in life: that he or she is able to enjoy his or her life (high individualism) or that he or
she contributes to society as a whole (low individualism).
Question 21 : This question seeks to determine the degree ofpower distance in the
respondent's country by asking him or her whether relations between professors and students
are generally formal (high power distance) or informal (low power
distance).
Question 22a: This question asks if an organization has a responsibility to take care of
its employees. Hofstede found that an answer of
"yes"
indicated both a high degree of
masculinity and a low degree of individualism. While the connection of the question to
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individualism should be easily apparent, the connection to masculinity may not be as clear.
According to Hofstede, the answer to this question not only indicates the degree that the
respondent feels that an organization has a responsibility to its employees, but also the
acceptability of an organization infringing on an employee's personal life. Masculine
countries were much more receptive to blurring the line between work and personal time,
while more feminine countries felt that the involvement of organizations should be limited to
only when the employees are at work.
Question 22b: This question asks if an organization has a responsibility to contribute
to society at large. Following the same logic as just described in the treatment ofQuestion
22a, an answer of
"yes"
would indicate a high degree ofmasculinity.
Question 23: This question directly treats the dimension of uncertainty avoidance by
asking the respondent if he or she likes to take risks. If the respondent does like to take risks,
this would indicate a low degree of uncertainty avoidance. Conversely, if the respondent does
not like to take risks, this would indicate a high degree ofuncertainty avoidance.
Question 24a & b: Hofstede found that students in cultures which are high in power
distance consider power and wealth to be bad. Thus a reply of
"yes"
indicates low power
distance while a reply of
"no"
indicates high power distance.
Question 25: The role of rules in a society is a very important indicator of its level of
uncertainty avoidance. In societies with
high uncertainty avoidance, rules minimize
uncertainty and must be followed. In
societies with low uncertainty avoidance, rules
sometimes can be ignored if the reason is good enough. Thus, in reply to this question, an
answer of
"yes"




Question 26: A characteristic of a highly individualistic culture is the belief that
individuals can reach the top based on their own merits; conversely, collective cultures place a
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high priority on educational qualifications as prerequisites for obtaining certain levels of
positions. This question asks if a doctorate degree is needed in order to reach the top levels in
the respondent's country. An answer of
"yes"
would indicate low individualism and an
answer of
"no"
would indicate high power distance.
Question 27: Individualistic cultures usually deliver practical education (in response to
the needs of the individual), while collective cultures, while placing more emphasis on
education, generally deliver an impractical/out-of-date education (the institution is not willing
to change in response to the needs of the individual). Thus, in response to the question of
"Does the educational system in your country prepare its students for "real life'Vprovide
practical knowledge?", an answer of
"yes"
would indicate high individualism and an answer
of
"no"
would indicate low individualism.
Part IV:
Questions 28-33 are demographic questions regarding the respondent's gender, age,
work experience, and nationality. Question 28 asked whether the respondent was male or
female, allowing subgroups according to gender to be established. Question 29 sorted the
respondents into subgroups according to age. Questions 30 and 31 asked regarding work
history: Question 30 asked if the respondent was currently working, and Question 31 asked
whether the respondent had worked in the past. Thus these two questions allowed the
respondents to be sorted into the subgroups of respondents with and without work experience.
Questions 32 and 33 asked about the respondent's nationality: Question 32 asked the
respondent to write his or her nationality, and Question 33 asked the respondent to indicate
his or her nationality at birth if different from the answer to Question 32. This allowed the
researcher to verify that the respondents included in this study's sample were from the desired
cultural/national background.
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Administration of the Survey
In order to obtain samples ofCroatians and Americans, the survey was administered to
undergraduate students at Rochester Institute ofTechnology (RIT), located in Rochester, New
York and to freshmen students at the American College for Management and Technology, a
division ofRIT, located in Dubrovnik, Croatia.
Freshmen were specifically targeted at ACMT in order to minimize any cultural
contamination caused by going through an American educational curriculum. It was hoped
that by targeting freshmen, the Croatian sample would be as representative as possible of the
Croatian culture.





to both questions 32 and 33 was removed from
the sample.
Chapter 3 has described the methodology used in conducting this research, including
the sample group, method used, and the derivation and purpose of the survey
questions.
Chapter 4 will now describe the data collected.
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Chapter 4: Results
The previous chapter explained how the survey used in this research was designed as
well as how it was administered. This chapter will describe the information gathered,
comparing this information between the two samples, and also between the subgroups.
What follows is a description of the responses gathered through the administration of
the surveys. First, the American and Croatian samples are compared. This is followed by an
internal comparison of the samples, first comparing the responses of the American men to the
responses of the American women, then comparing the responses of the Croatian men to the
Croatian women. Next, the American men and the Croatian men are compared, followed by
the American women and the Croatian women. This is followed by a comparison of those
respondents with work experience to those respondents without.
Finally, a connection between the data and Hofstede's cultural dimensions is given for
each group.
It should be noted that all of the data described in this chapter is included in table form
in Appendix C. Listed by question, this table visually facilitates the comparison of data
between groups.
Comparing the American and Croatian Samples
Parti
This section listed various work-related values. The
respondent was asked to think of
his or her ideal job and then to indicate whether he or she
considered each of the 10 values to
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Question 1: Having interestingwork to do, from which you can get a personal sense of
accomplishment?
Both the American and Croatian samples considered this value to be "very
important"
(85.42% of the Americans and 90.0% of the Croatians); 12.5% of the Americans and 10% of
the Croatians considered it to be "somewhat important"; 2.08% of the Americans and 0% of
the Croatians considered it to be "not
important."
Conclusion: Value #1 is very important for both the Croatian and American samples.
Question 2: Knowing that your job is secure?
While both the Croatian and American samples considered this to be "very important",
the responses were more diverse than those for Question 1 . 77.08% ofAmerican respondents
considered it to be "very
important"
while only 60.0% of the Croatians did. 22.92% of the
Americans and 35.0% of the Croatians considered it to be "somewhat important", and 0% of
the Americans and 5.0% of the Croatians considered it to be "not
important."
Conclusion: While value #2 is important for both the Croatian and American samples, it is
more important for the Americans (avg. 1.229) than for the Croatians (avg. 1.392).
Question 3: Having an opportunity to earn a lot ofmoney?
While the majority of the American and Croatian samples
considered this to be "very





for both samples. 56.25% of the Americans and 50.0% of the Croatians considered this value
to be "very important"; 41.67% of the Americans and
48.33% of the Croatians considered it
to be "somewhat important"; and 2.08% of the Americans and 1.67% of the Croatians
considered it to be "not important".
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Conclusion: Value #3, while important, is not as important to both the Croatian and
American samples as some other values.
Question 4: Having little stress on the job?
The majority of both the Croatian and American respondents considered this to be
"somewhat important": 70.21% of the Americans and 51.67% of the Croatians. 23.4% of the
Americans and 28.33% of the Croatians considered this to be "very
important."
6.38% of the
Americans and 20.0% of the Croatians considered this to be "not
important."
Conclusion: This is "somewhat
important"
for both the Croatians and Americans; however, it
is more important for the Americans (avg. 1
.829)
than for the Croatians (avg. 1 .882).
Question 5: Having freedom to implement your own approach to the job?
This is the first survey question where the majority of the Croatian and American
respondents did not assign the same importance to a given value. The majority (56.25%) of
the Americans considered this to be "somewhat
important"
while the majority (63.33%) of the
Croatians considered this to be "very
important."
41.67% of the Americans considered this
value to be "very
important"





Conclusion: This value is more important for the Croatians (avg. 1 .333) than for the
Americans (avg. 1.604).
Question 6: Working with people that cooperate well with each other?
The majority ofboth the Croatian and
Americans respondents considered this value to
be "very
important"
(85.42% of the Americans and 68.33% of the Croatians). 14.58% of the
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Americans and 3 1 .67% of the Croatians considered it to be "somewhat
important"
and 0% of
the Americans and 0% of the Croatians considered it to be "not
important."
Conclusion: Both the Croatian and American samples consider this value to be very
important; however it is more important for the Americans (avg. 1
.145)
than for the Croatians
(avg. 1.333).
Question 7: Being included in the company's decision-making?
"Somewhat
important"
was selected by both the American and Croatian respondents
more than any other answer (54.17% of the Americans and 48.33% of the Croatians). 43.75%
of the Americans and 46.67% of the Croatians considered it to be "very
important"
and 2.08%
of the Americans and 5% of the Croatians "not
important."
Conclusion: The value is somewhat important to both the Croatian and American samples.
Question 8: Having an opportunity for advancement to higher level jobs?
Results were nearly identical for this question, with 93.75% of the Americans and
93.33% of the Croatians considering this value to be "very
important."
6.25% of the
Americans and 6.67% of the Croatians considered it to be "somewhat
important"
and 0% of
both the Croatians and Americans considered it to be "not
important."
Conclusion: Value #8 is very important for both the Americans and the Croatians.
Question 9: Working for a company which cares about its employees?
The majority of the Croatian and
American samples considered this value to be "very
important"
(95.83% of the Americans and 71.19% of the Croatians). 2.08% of the Croatians
and 27.12% of the Americans considered it to be "somewhat
important"
and 2.08% of the
Americans and 1.69% of the Croatians considered it to be "not
important."
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Conclusion: While this value is very important for both the Croatian and American samples,
it is more important for the Americans (avg. 1
.062)
than the Croatians (avg. 1 .32).
Question 10: Having a good working relationship with your manager?
77.08% of the Americans and 59.32% of the Croatians considered this to be "very
important."
20.83% of the Americans and 38.98% of the Croatians considered it to be
"somewhat
important"
and 2.08% of the Americans and 1.69% of the Croatians "not
important".
Conclusion: While important to both the Americans and the Croatians, value #10 is not as
important as other values and is more important for the Americans (avg. 1
.25)
than the
Croatians (avg. 1 .42).
Question 11: Of the above, please indicate which three are the most important criteria
for selecting your ideal job by writing their numbers below:
Values #8 (opportunity for advancement) and #1 (interesting work/sense of
accomplishment) are the most important for both groups given both methods of determining
which of the values is more important. For the Americans, they ranked #1 and #8 the highest,
and, after #9 (company which cares about its employees), #1 and #8 received the highest
percentage of "very
important"
ratings (see Figure 4.1). The Croatians ranked #1 first,
followed by #8. When the values are ranked according to the percentage that were considered
to be "very important", #8 is first followed by #1 (see Figure 4.2).
Conclusion: For both the American and Croatian samples, having interesting and fulfilling
work to complete and having an opportunity for advancement are the most important of the 10
work values.
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The Americans listed values #2 (job security), #3 (earnings), and #6 (cooperation) as
the most important after #8 and #1 . When the responses for Questions 1-10 are reviewed, #9
(caring company) was considered by most to be "very important", followed by #8, #1, and #6.
The Croatians listed values #5 (having freedom to implement one's own approach to
the job) and #6 as the most important after #1 and #8. When the responses for Questions 1-10
are reviewed, #9 and #6 are the most important after #8 and #1 .
Least important for the Americans were #4 (stress) and #7 (decision-making)
according to the survey results and #4 and #5 according to the answers to Questions 1-10.
Croatians considered #10 (manager relationship) and #2 (job security) as least important
according to the survey results and #4 and #7 according to the answers to Questions 1-10.
The American students listed #2 (job security) as important much more often than the
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The students were given 4 descriptions of different managerial decision-making styles:
autocratic (Manager 1), persuasive/paternalistic (Manager 2), consultative
(Manager 3), and
participative (Manager 4).
Question 12 asked the students to indicate for which managerial
type they would most like to
work. The responses to this question are summarized in
Figure 4.3. Both the Croatians and
the Americans (43.75% ofAmerican respondents
and 61.67% ofCroatians) preferred the
consultative manager (Manager 3). 0% of the Americans
and 1.67% of the Croatians
preferred the authoritarian manager (Manager 1); 16.67% of
the Americans and 10.0% of the
Croatians preferred the persuasive/paternalistic
manager (Manager 2); and 39.58% of the
Americans and 26.67% of the Croatians preferred
the participative manager (Manager 4).
Conclusion: Both the Americans and the
Croatians prefer the consultative managerial style
s j j_:u. +1 >^;^o+i,,0 mQiicjoprifll ctvle CManaeer 4f . The American
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respondents were more evenly split between the two than the Croatian respondents, who more
heavily preferred Manager 3.
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Question 13 asked the students to indicate which managerial decision-making style was most
prevalent in their country. The responses to this question are summarized in Figure 4.4. The
Americans indicated thatManager 2 (persuasive/paternalistic) best represented the managerial
style most common in the United States (54.17%). Manager 1 (authoritarian) received
29.17%, Manager 3 (consultative), 12.5% andManager 4 (participative), 4.17%. The
Croatians, on the other hand, indicated thatManager 1 (authoritarian) was most representative
ofmanagers in Croatia (69.49%). Manager 2 (persuasive/paternalistic) received 18.64%,
Manager 3 (consultative), 3.39% andManager 4 (participative), 8.47%.
Conclusion: According to the students, Manager 2 (persuasive/paternalistic) is more common
in the United States, Manager 1 (authoritarian) in Croatia.
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Part III
Question 14: In general, do you think that employees are afraid to disagree with their
superiors?








63.33% of the Croatians selected "usually"; 31.67% selected "sometimes", and




Conclusion: The Americans feel that employees
"sometimes"
are afraid to disagree with their
superiors; the Croatians feel that they
"usually"
are.
Question 15: When you are hired by a company, how long to you think you will work for
them?
Both the Croatian and American samples indicated that they expected to work for a
company for 2-5 years (57.45% ofAmericans and
63.33% ofCroatians). 17.02% of the
Americans and 1 1 .67% of the Croatians selected "two years at the most"; 21 .28% of the
Americans and 20.0% of the Croatians selected "more than five years, but I will probably
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leave before I retire"; and 4.26% of the Americans and 5.0% of the Croatians expected to
work for that company until they retired.
Conclusion: Both the Croatian and American samples plan on working for a company for 2-5
years.
Question 16: How often do you feel nervous or tense at school and/orwork?
Both the American and Croatian samples indicated that they
"sometimes"
felt nervous
or tense at school and/or work (50.0% of the Americans and 51.67% of the Croatians).
However, the answer which was selected by the second largest number of students was
"usually"
for the Americans (22.92% compared to 13.33% for the Croatians) and "not very
often"
for the Croatians (28.33% compared to 18.75% of the Americans). 6.25% of the
Americans and 5.0% of the Croatians selected "always"; 2.08% of the Americans and 1.67%
of the Croatians selected
"never."
Conclusion: The Americans are more frequently nervous or tense at school and/or work than
the Croatians.
Question 17: Which is more important in a healthy society: a) that the rights of the
individual are guaranteed? b) that the citizens work together to create a good society?
The American sample chose B over A by a narrow margin (51.06% for B compared to
48.94% for A). The Croatian sample chose A (57.63%) over B (42.37%).
Conclusion: The American sample generally found both the rights of
the individual and that
the citizens work together to create a good society to be equally important
in a healthy
society. The Croatian sample felt that guaranteeing the rights of
the individual was more
important.
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Question 18: Which of the following statements do you most agree with: a) I can control
my own future; b) a lot ofwhat happens to me in my life is something I can't control.
Both the American and Croatian samples favored A (78.72% of the Americans and
65.0% of the Croatians). However, more Croatians than Americans agreed with B (35.00% of
the Croatians compared with 21.28% of the Americans).
Conclusion: Both the Americans and the Croatians generally feel that they can control their
own futures. However, more Croatians than Americans felt that a lot ofwhat happens to them
in their lives is beyond their control.
Question 19: In school, you prefer a) to complete assignments by yourself; b) to work
with other people.
Both the Americans and the Croatians preferred to complete assignments by
themselves (54.17% of the Americans compared to 51.67% of the Croatians). However,
nearly as many respondents preferred to work with other people, especially among the
Croatians (45.83% of the Americans and 48.33% of the Croatians).
Conclusion: The Americans and the Croatians narrowly prefer completing assignments by
themselves over working with other people; this margin of difference, while narrow for both,
is most narrow for the Croatians.
Question 20: Which is more important to you in your life: a) that you are able to enjoy
your life; b) that you contribute to society as a whole?
The Americans overwhelmingly chose A (95.74% compared to 4.26% for B). The
Croatians also chose A, but by a lessermargin (74.14% for A, 25.86% for B).
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Conclusion: Enjoying life is more important than contributing to society for nearly all of the
American respondents. The Croatians respondents also chose life enjoyment more than
contributing to society, but by a lesser margin.
Question 21: In your country, what is the normal relationship between professors and
students?
60.0% of the American sample chose
"informal"





Conclusion: Relationships between professors and students are generally informal in the
United States and generally formal in Croatia.
Question 22a: Does an organization have a responsibility to take care of its employees?
Both the American and Croatian samples overwhelmingly chose
"yes"
(97.87% of the
Americans and 93.33% of the Croatians). 2.13% of the Americans and 6.67% of the
Croatians chose "no".
Conclusion: Both the American and Croatian students generally believe that an organization
has a responsibility to take care of its
employees.
Question 22b: To contribute to society at large?
While both the American and Croatian samples more often chose "yes", the Croatians
chose
"yes"
more often (81.36% of the Croatians compared to 68.89% of
the Americans).
31.11% of the Americans and 18.64% of the Croatians chose
"no".
Conclusion: While the majority ofboth the
Croatian and American samples feel that
organizations have a responsibility to contribute
to society, the Croatians more strongly
believe this to be true than the Americans.
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Question 23: Do you like to take risks?
Responses to this question were nearly identical between the Croatians and
Americans. 70.21% of the Americans and 71.19% of the Croatians selected "yes"; 29.79% of
the Americans and 28.81% of the Croatians selected
"no."
Conclusion: The majority of the Croatian and American samples like to take risks.
Question 24a: Is power good?
Both the American and Croatian samples believed that power was good (77.78% of
the Americans compared to 70.18% of the Croatians). 22.22% of the Americans and 29.82%
of the Croatians believed that power was not good.
Conclusion: Both the American and the Croatian samples believe that power is good.
Question 24b: Wealth?
The responses of the Croatian and American students to this question were nearly
identical. 86.36% of the Americans and 86.44% of the Croatians believed that wealth is good.
13.64% of the Americans and 13.56% of the Croatians believe that wealth is not good.
Conclusion: Both the Croatian and American samples believe that wealth is good.
Additionally, wealth is more acceptable than power.
Question 25: Is it OK for an employee to break rules if he/she thinks it's in the best
interests of the organization?
The answers to this question were nearly evenly divided for both groups, with
"yes"
being chosen slightly more often. 52.17% ofAmericans and 55.0% ofCroatians chose "yes";
47.83% ofAmericans and 45.0% ofCroatians chose "no".
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Conclusion: The American and Croatian respondents are generally split on the answer to
Question 25; however, a slight majority believes that it is OK for an employee to break rules
ifhe/she thinks it's in the best interests of the organization.
Question 26: Does one need to have a doctorate in order to reach the top levels in your
country?









Conclusion: Both the Croatian and American samples felt that a doctorate degree was not
needed to reach the top levels of their respective countries; the Croatian sample felt this
slightly more strongly than the American.
Question 27: Does the educational system in your country prepare its students for "real
life'Vprovide practical knowledge?
61.70% of the American sample answered
"yes"
and 38.30% answered "no". 16.67 of




Conclusion: The American sample generally felt that the educational system in their country
prepared its students for "real life'Vprovided practical knowledge. The Croatian sample
generally felt that the educational system in Croatia did not.
Demographic Results
The responses to Questions 28-31 were as follows:
Question 28: The Croatian sample consisted of29 men and 31 women; the American
sample consisted of 25 men and 23 women.
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Question 29: 39 Croatians were under 20 years old; 21 were between 20 and 30 years
old, and none were 30 or more years old. 17 Americans were under 20 years old, 30 were
between 20 and 30 years old, and 1 was at least 30 years old.
Question 30: 7 of the Croatians were currently working and 53 were not currently
working. 39 of the Americans were currently working and 9 were not currently working.
Question 31: 27 of the Croatians had worked full-time in the past (had work
experience); 33 had never worked full time in the past. 43 of the Americans had worked full
time in the past and 5 had not.
Figure 4.5 compares the demographic data between the Croatian and the American
samples. For more details on the demographic data of the samples used in this
thesis, please see Appendix C.
Figure 4.5 Comparison of demographic information for Croatian and American samples
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Significance ofResponses according to Gender
Among both the American and the Croatian samples there were significant variances
between the responses of the men and the women.
American Sample (25 men and 23 women)
Question 2: 91.30% of the women considered job security to be "very
important"
while only 64.0% of the men did.
Question 4: The majority ofboth the men and the women considered little stress to be
"somewhat important"; however, 16.0% of the men and 31.82% of the women considered it
to be "very important", and 12.0% of the men and 0.0% of the women considered it to be "not
important."
Question 5: The majority of the men considered having freedom to implement one's
own approach to the job to be "very
important"
(52.0%) while the majority of the women
considered it to be "somewhat
important"
(69.57%).
Question 7: The majority of the men (64.0%) considered being included in the
company's decision-making to be "somewhat
important"
while the majority of the women
(52.17%) considered it to be "very
important."
Question 11: Figure 4.6 summarizes the differences between the responses of the
American men and the American women to Question 1 1 . When asked to list the three values
that they considered to be the most important, both the American men and women listed
values #1 (interesting work/sense of accomplishment) and #8 (opportunity for advancement)
more than any other value. Both values are positively
correlated with masculinity; #1 is also
positively correlated with individualism, and #8 is also negatively
correlated to uncertainty
avoidance.
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Value #9 (company which cares about its employees) was listed the third most often
by the American women, compared to
7th
for the men. This value is related to masculinity
and inversely to individualism.
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When the responses ofQuestions 1-10 were compiled, the men ranked values #8
(opportunity for advancement) and #9 (company which cares about its employees) as "very
important"
most often. Values #6 (cooperation) and #1 (interesting work/sense of
accomplishment) were the next most frequently considered to be "very important". The
women ranked value #9 as "very
important"
the most often, followed by values #2 (job
security) and 8. The differences between the answers of the American men and women to
Questions 1-10 is summarized in Figure 4.7.
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Question 12: 52.0% of the men said that they would prefer to work forManager 3
(consultative), while 60.87% of the women preferredManager 4 (participative).
Question 13: When asked which managerial type was most common in the United
States, both the men and the women selected Manager 2 most often. However, the percentage
was higher for the women (60.87%) than the men (48.0%). 36.0% of the men and 21 .74% of
the women selected Manager 1 .
Question 15: The women in the American sample planned on staying with a company
for a shorter time than the men. While both selected 2-5 years most often, 63.64% of the
women selected this answer compare to 52.0% of the men. Only 9.09% of the women
selected "more than five years, but I will probably leave before I
retire"
while 32.0% of the
men selected this answer.
Question 16: When asked how often they felt nervous or tense at school and/or work,
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"never". The responses of the women were more uneven, with 56.52% answering






Question 17: The majority of the men (70.83%) felt that guaranteeing the rights of the
individual was more important (a) and the majority of the women (73.91%) felt that citizens
working towards the good of society was more important (b).
Question 19: The majority of the men (56.0%) preferred to work with others and the
majority of the women (65.22%) preferred to work independently.
Question 21 : The majority of the men (54. 1 7%) considered the nature of student-
professor relationships to be formal (a); the majority of the women (76.19%) considered them
to be "informal".
Question 22b: The women felt more strongly than the men that an organization has a
responsibility to contribute to society. 86.36% of the women answered
"yes"
compared to
52.17% of the men.
Question 23: In the sample, more men than women like to take risks. 75.0% of the
men and 65.22% of the women answered
"yes"
to this question.
Question 24a: More women than men felt that power was good. 82.61% of the
women and 72.73% of the men answered
"yes"
to this question.
Question 25: The majority of the men (56.52%) felt that it was OK for an employee to
break rules while the majority of the women (52. 17%) felt that it was not OK.
Question 26: While both the men and women felt that a doctorate degree was not
needed to reach the top levels in the United States, the margin
was greater for the men than
for the women. 83.33% of the men answered
"no"
while 69.57% of the women answered
"no."
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Question 27: The men were evenly split on this question, with 50.0% replying
"yes"
and an equal number replying
"no."
In contrast, 73.91% of the women felt that the
educational system in the US prepared students for real life.
Croatian Sample (29 men and 3 1 women)
Question 3: The majority of the men (65.52%) considered having an opportunity to
earn a lot ofmoney to be "very
important"
while a majority of the women (64.52%)
considered it to be "somewhat
important."
Questions 5, 6, 7, and 9 reflected similar responses between the Croatian men and
women, but the percentage of agreement varied by more than 10 points. 58.06% of the
women compared to 68.97% of the men considered having freedom to implement one's own
approach to the job to be "very
important"
(Question 5). 61.29% of the women and 75.86%
of the men considered cooperation to be "very
important"
(Question 6). 41.94% of the
women compared to 51.72% of the men considered this being included in the company's
decision-making to be "very
important"
(Question 7). And, for question 9, 80.0% of the
women compared to 62.07% of the men considered working for a company which cares about
its employees to be "very important". In summary, values #5, #6, and #7 were more
important to the men than the women, and value #9 was more important to the women than
the men.
Question 11: As seen in Figure 4.8, value #5 (having freedom to implement one's
own approach to the job) seems to be more important for Croatian men than for Croatian
women. In response to Question 11, 48.28% of the men listed it as one of the three most
important of the values while only 22.58% of the women listed it. Value #9 (company which
cares about its employees) seems to be more
important for the Croatian women than the
Croatian men. 36.67% of the Croatian women listed it compared to 27.59% of the men.
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Figure 4.9 compares the responses to Questions 1-10 for the Croatian men and
women. It is interesting to note that 64.52% of the women considered value #10 (good
relationship with manager) to be "very important", yet only 9,68% included it in the three
values that were most important to them (after others which received a majority "somewhat
important"
rating).
Value #3 (earning a lot ofmoney) seems to be much more important to the men than
the women. It was listed the fourth most often in response to Question 11, compared to
7l /8l




compared to 9 for the Croatian women.
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Question 13: While both the Croatian men and women agreed that they would most
like to work forManager 3 (consultative) (Question 12) and also that the majority of
managers in Croatia most resembledManager 1 (authoritarian), the Croatian women were
more likely than the Croatian men to think that managers in Croatia most resemble Manager 4
(participative). After Manager 1, the Croatian men next selected Manager 2
(persuasive/paternalistic) (25.0%), then Managers 3 and 4 (each with 3.57%). After Manager
1, the Croatian women next selected Managers 2 and 4 (each with 12.9%), thenManager 3
(3.23%).
Question 14: 70.97% of the women answered
"usually"
compared to 55.17% of the
men. By looking at the distribution in the answers to this question, it would appear that the
Croatian women feel that employees are afraid to disagree with their superiors more than the
Croatian men. 3.23% of the women and 0% of the men answered "always"; after "usually",
25.81% of the women and 37.93% of the men answered "sometimes"; 0% of the women and
3.45% of the men chose "not very often"; the same percentage chose
"never."
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Question 15: While the averages for this question were nearly identical, 27.59% of
the men compared to 12.9% of the women chose "more than five years". Additionally, 9.68%
of the women compared to 0% of the men chose "until I
retire."
This seems to indicate that
Croatian women expect to stay in a position longer than Croatian men.
Question 16: More of the women than the men (19.35% compared to 6.90%)
answered "usually". This seems to indicate that Croatian women are more tense or nervous
than Croatian men.
Question 17: 67.86% of the men thought that protecting individual rights was more
important (a); 51.61% of the women thought that citizens working together to create a good
society was more important (b).
Question 18: A higher percentage ofwomen than men thought that they can control
their own future. 77.42% of the women answered
"a"
compared to 51.72% of the men.
Question 19: The majority of the women (58.06%) preferred completing assignments
on their own; the majority of the men (55.17%) preferred working with others.
Question 21: 90.32% of the women compared to 72.41% of the men thought that the
relationship between professors and students was normally formal in Croatia.
Question 22b: 87.10% of the women compared to 75.0% of the men thought that an
organization has a responsibility to take care of its employees.
Question 25: The majority of the men (58.62%) thought that it was not OK for an
employee to break rules; the majority of the women (67.74%) thought that this was
acceptable.
Question 26: Nearly all of the Croatian women (93.55%), compared to 68.97% of the
men, thought that having a doctorate degree was not needed to reach the top levels in Croatia.
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Comparing Croatian and American Men
Question 4: 31.03% of the Croatians considered having little stress on the job to be
"very
important"
compared to 16.0% of the American men. However, more Croatian than
American men also considered this value to be "not
important"
(12.0% of the Americans
compared to 20.69% of the Croatians).
Question 5: The Croatian men also considered having freedom to implement one's
own approach to the job to be more important than the American men. 68.97% considered it
to be "very
important"
compared to 52.0% of the Americans.
Question 6: Again, 88.0% of the American men considered working with people that
cooperate well with each other to be "very
important"
compared to 75.86% of the Croatian
men.
Question 7: The majority of the Croatian men considered being included in the
company's decision-making to be "very important"; the majority of the American men
considered this value to be "somewhat
important."
Question 9: Nearly all of the American men considered working for a company which
cares about its employees to be "very
important"
(96.0%); in contrast, 62.07% of the Croatian
men considered it to be "very important", 34.48% to be "somewhat
important"
(compared to
0.0% of the American men) and 3.45% to be "not
important"
(4.0% of the American men).
Question 10: 76.0% of the American men considered having a good working
relationship with one's manager to be "very
important"
compared to 53.57% of the Croatian
men.
Question 11: Based on the replies to Question 11, value #5 (freedom to implement
one's own approach to the job) seems more important to Croatian men (see Figure 4.10). It
was listed by 48.28% of the Croatian men as one of the three most important values,
compared to 20.0% of the American men.
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Value #2 (job security) seems more important for American men than Croatian.
36.0% of the Americanmen included it in their answer to Question 1 1 compared to 3.45% of
the Croatian men.
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The rankings according to the answers to Questions 1-10 (see Figure 4.1 1) generally
corresponds to the responses to Question 1 1 . Values #9 (working for a company which cares
about its employees) and #10 (having a good working relationship with one's manager) are
more important for the Americans than for the Croatians. Value #5 (having freedom to
implement one's own approach to the job) appears to be more important for the Croatians.
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Question 12: More Americanmen than Croatian (28.0% of the Americanmen
compared to 6.90% of the Croatian) preferred to work forManager 2
(persuasive/paternalistic) .
Question 13: The American men thought that Manager 2 (persuasive/paternalistic)
most resembled the typical manager in the United States (48.0%), followed byManager 1
(authoritarian)(36.0%). The Croatian men, on the other hand, thought that Manager 1 more
resembled the typical manager in Croatia (67.86%), followed byManager 2 (25.0%).
Question 14: The majority of the Americanmen answered
"sometimes"
(52.0%); the
majority of the Croatianmen answered
"usually"
(55.17%).
Question 16: American men seem to feel more nervous or tense than Croatian men.
The Americanmen's responses, as mentioned above, formed a perfect distribution, with
"sometimes"
being the mean. The Croatian men, however, were more weighted towards the




(compared to 4.0% and 24.0% of
the Americans); 55.17% chose "sometimes"; and 31.03% chose "not very often", compared to
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24.0% ofAmericans. (4.0% of the American men chose
"never"
compared to 0.0% of the
Croatian men).
Question 18: 79.17% of the American men feel that they can control their own future,
compared to 5 1 .72% of the Croatian men.
Question 20: 100% of the American men considered life enjoyment to be more
important than contributing to society; 21.43% of the Croatian men thought it was more
important to contribute to society.
Question 21: 54.17% of the Americanmen considered student-professor relationships
in the United States to be generally formal, compared to 72.41% of the Croatians.
Question 22b: More Croatian than American men thought that organizations have a
responsibility to contribute to society (75.0% compared to 52.17%).
Question 24b: It is interesting to note that the response to this question is identical for
both the Croatian and the American men: 85.71% ofboth groups considered wealth to be
good while 14.29% did not.
Question 25: The narrowmajority of the Americanmen (56.52%) think that it is OK
for an employee to break rules; the majority of the Croatian men (58.62%) do not.
Question 26: While the majority ofboth groups answer
"no"
to this question, more
Croatian than American men thought that a doctorate was needed to reach the top levels of
their respective countries. 16.67% of the American men answered
"yes"
compared to 3 1 .03%
of the Croatian men.
Question 27: 86.21% of the Croatian men feel that their country's educational system
prepares its students for "real life", compared to 50.0% of the American men.
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Comparing Croatian and AmericanWomen
Question 2: Value #2 (job security) seems to be more important for American women
than Croatian. 91.3% of the American women, compared to 61 .29% of the Croatian,
indicated that this value was "very
important."
Question 3: The majority of the American women considered having an opportunity
to earn a lot ofmoney to be "very
important"
(56.52%) while the majority of the Croatian
women (64.52%) considered it to be "somewhat
important."
Question 4: Having little stress on the job seems to be more important for the
American women than for the Croatian. 31.82% of the American women and 25.81% of the
Croatian women considered this value to be "very important"; 68.18% of the American
women and 54.84% of the Croatian women considered it to be "somewhat important"; and
0.0% of the American women but 19.35% of the Croatian women considered it to be "not
important".
Question 5: Having freedom to implement one's own approach to the job seems to be
more important for Croatianwomen than American. 58.06% of the Croatian women said that
this value was "very
important"
compared to 30.43% of the American women.
Question 6: Workingwith people who cooperate well with each other seems to be
more important to American women than Croatian. 82.61% of the American women
considered it to be "very
important"
compared to 61.29% of the Croatian women.
Question 7: The majority of the American women (52.17%) considered being
included in the company's decision-making to be "very
important"
while the majority of
Croatian women (51.61%) considered it to be "somewhat
important."
Question 9: 95.65% of the American women, compared to 80.0% of the Croatian
women, considered working for a company
which cares about its employees to be "very
important."
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Question 10: 78.26% of the American women, compared to 64.52% of the Croatian
women, considered having a good working relationship with one's manager to be "very
important."
Question 11: As seen in Figure 4.12, both the Croatian and American women listed
values #1 (interesting work/sense of accomplishment), #8 (opportunity for advancement), and
#9 (company which cares about its employees) the most often. Value #7 (being included in
the company's decision-making) was more important for the Croatian than the American
women; 19.35% of the Croatian women listed it compared to 0% of the Americanwomen.
Values #2 (job security), #3 (earning a lot ofmoney), and #10 (good relationship with one's
manager) seems to be more important for the American women than the Croatian. Values #2,
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When the answers to Questions 1-10 are examined (see Figure 4.13), the discrepancy
in the Croatian women sample regarding value #10 (good relationship with one's manager is
again evident; listed least often in response to Question 11, 64.52% of the Croatian women
considered it to be "very important". As cited above, value #2 (job security) appears to be
more important for the American women and value #5 (freedom to implement one's own
approach to the job) more important for the Croatian.
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Question 12: The majority of the American
women (60.87%) would prefer to work




work forManager 3 (consultative).
Question 13: 60.87% of the American women felt that the
typical American manager
most nearly resembles
Manager 2 (persuasive/paternalistic); 70.97% of the Croatian women
felt that the typical Croatian manager most nearly
resemblesManager 1 (authoritarian).
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Question 14: The majority of the American women (56.52%) thought that employees
were
"sometimes"
afraid to disagree with their superiors; the majority of the Croatian women
(70.97%) thought that they were
"usually"
afraid.
Question 15: While the answers are quite close between the Croatian and American
women, it appears that Croatian women, once hired, plan on staying in a position longer than
American women.
Question 16: Note the differences between the averages of the responses to this
question. While the responses ofboth groups are spread out over all 5 choices, the average




nervous or tense. The
average for the Croatians (3.06) falls between
"sometimes"
and "not very often". While the
gap is not large, it does indicate that American women seem to more often feel nervous or
tense than Croatian women.
Question 17: The American women felt more strongly than the Croatian women that
citizens working together towards the good of society is more important than protecting the
rights of the individual. 73.91% of the American women chose "a", compared to 51.61% of
the Croatian women.
Question 20: The American women found it more important to enjoy their life than to





Question 21: The majority of the American women (76.19%) felt that the nature of
student-professor relationships are informal; 90.32% of the Croatian women felt that these
relationships are generally formal.
Questions 22a, 22b, and 24b: It is interesting to note the near
identical responses
from both groups to these questions.
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Question 25: 52.17% of the American women thought that it was not OK for an
employee to break rules; 67.74% of the Croatian women thought it was.
Question 26: 93.55% of the Croatian women felt that a doctorate was not needed to
rise to the top levels, compared to 69.57% of the Americans.
Question 27: 73.91% of the American women felt that their country's educational
system prepared students for "real life"; 80.65% of the Croatian women felt that their
country's educational system did not.
Comparing Respondents withWork Experience to Respondents Without
American Sample
Only 2 of the 48 respondents in the American sample did not have any (full or part-
time) work experience. While this number is too small to make any differences important, the
data was never-the-less reviewed in order to determine any anecdotal evidence of differences
between those who did have work experience and those who did not. Only a few areas of
difference were identified:
Question 3: Both no work experience respondents considered having little stress on
the job to be "somewhat
important"
while the majority ofwork experience respondents
(58.70%) considered it to be "very
important."
Question 7: Both no work experience respondents considered being included in the
company's decision-making to be "very
important"
while the majority ofwork experience
respondents (56.52%) considered it to be "somewhat
important."
Question 11: When asked to indicate which three of the 10 values listed above was
the most important for them, both no work experience respondents listed values #1
(interesting work/sense of accomplishment) and #9 (company
which cares about its
employees); one chose value #6 (cooperation), the other value #7 (being included in
decision-
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making) (see Figure 4.14). This is interesting in that neither chose value #8 (opportunity for
advancement), which has consistently been chosen by a large number of the respondents in
reply to this question. Value #8 was listed by more work experience respondents than any
other value.
Value #9 (company which cares about its employees) was cited by both respondents
without work experience, but was only included by 28.26% of the respondents with work
experience.
Figure 4.15 summarizes the responses of both groups to Questions 1-10.
Figure 4.14 Comparison of the responses ofAmericans with and withoutwork
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Figure 4.15 Comparison of the importance ofwork values #1-10 for Americans with
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Question 17: Both no work experience respondents selected
"b"
while the majority of
work-experience respondents (51.11%) chose "a".
Question 20: While nearly all (97.78%) of the work experience respondents selected
"a", one of the two no work experience respondents selected
"b."
Again, the small number of the no work experience sample makes it impossible to
draw any real conclusion regarding the impact ofwork experience.
Croatian Sample
In contrast to the American sample, the majority ofCroatians have no work experience
(3 1 compared to 28 who have worked currently or in the past).
Question 3: As with the American sample, a difference exists between the
importance ofvalue #3 (earning a lot ofmoney) between those Croatians in the sample who
have worked and those who have not. 54.84% of those who have not worked considered this
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value to be "very important"; 50.0% of those who have work experience considered it to be
"somewhat
important."
It should be noted that the degree ofvariance is minimal.
Question 10: 5 1 .85% of the Croatians with work experience considered having a
good working relationship with one's manager to be "somewhat important"; 67.74% of the
Croatians with no work experience considered it to be "very
important."
Question 11: The only significant discrepancy between those with work experience
and those without, relative to this question, concerns value #9 (working for a company which
cares about its employees) (see Figure 4.16). Those without work experience included value
#9 the third most of the values. Those with work experience included it the
6th
most often out
of the 10 values.
Figure 4.17 summarizes the responses of the Croatians with work experience and the
Croatians without work experience to Questions 1-10.
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Question 13: While respondents with work experience as well as those without
preferred to work forManager 3 (consultative) (Question 12), those respondents without work
experience were more likely to think that the managers in Croatia most resemble Manager 1
(authoritarian). 80.65% of those without work experience choseManager 1
,
while 59.26% of
those with work experience choseManager 1 and 29.63% choseManager 2
(persuasive/paternalistic) (compared to 6.45% of those without work experience).
Question 14: When asked if employees are generally afraid to disagree with their
superior, the majority of those with work experience (50.0%) chose "sometimes"; the
majority of those without work experience (77.42%) chose
"usually."
Question 15: When the averages to this question are compared, it appears that the
Croatians without work experience expect to stay longer in a company once hired than do
those with work experience (2.29 compared to 2. 107).
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Question 16: Interestingly, the Croatians without work experience seem to be more
often tense or nervous (2.93 average) compared to those who have worked in the past (3.25
average).
Question 17: Those with work experience were more likely to believe that
guaranteeing the rights of the individual was more important in a healthy society than that the
citizens work together to create a good society (66.67% compared to 51.61% for those
without work experience).
Question 20: More of those without work experience considered it to be more
important to enjoy life than to contribute to society as a whole (86.21% compared to 64.29%
for those who have work experience).
Significance Relative to Hofstede's Cultural Dimensions
Overall Data
The responses to the questions on the survey should also tell us about the cultural
differences between the American and Croatian cultures, as measured by Hofstede's four
cultural dimensions.
Following the logic outlined in the description of the questions in the Chapter 3, it is
possible to derive a cultural determination from the responses to each question.
Questions 1-10: The determinations of "high", "moderate to high", "moderate",
"moderate to low", and
"low"
were made as described in Table 4.1.
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This model applies for those questions that are positively correlated to the cultural dimension;





Questions 12-13: see pp. 55-56 for the explanation of these questions provided in the
Chapter 3.
Questions 14 and 16: see Table 4.2.
Question 15: see Table 4.3.
Table 4.2 Value determination criteria for responses to Questions 14 and 16














Table 4.3 Value determination criteria for responses to Question 15












Question 17-27: Here, the determination was based on which of the two answers were
chosen by the greatest number of respondents, and whether this
answer was positively or
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negatively correlated with the cultural dimension in question. Determinations were made as
described in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 Value determination criteria for responses to Questions 17-27
Percentage that Selected that Answer:
75-100% High/Low
60-74% Moderate to High/Low
41-59% Moderate
Power Distance
Questions 7, 12, 13, 14, 21, and 24 deal with power distance. Table 4.5 summarizes
the response to these questions for the American and Croatian samples.
Table 4.5 Comparison of responses to questions related to the dimension of power
distance
Question American Sample Croatian Sample
7 (decision-making) Moderate Moderate
12 (preferred manager) Moderate to High, higher
than Croatia
Moderate to High
13 (most common manager) Moderate to High High
14 (disagree with superiors) Moderate to High Moderate to High, higher
than US
21 (professor relationship) Low High
24 (power/wealth) Low Low
The responses indicate that both Croatia and America experience moderate to high
power distance; power distance in institutions seems to be particularly high in Croatia (as seen
by the dominance ofmanager decision-making style 1, formal relationships between
professors and students, and the more common employee
fear at disagreeing with his or her
supervisor).
Questions 12 and 13 are supposed to show a clear relationship; indeed, according to
TI^Cr.+a.Aa tVioep tnrn nnpcrinno dinner wntn rmpctirm 1 A arp tVlP olearpst indicator f>f the flearftp.
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ofpower distance in a culture. However, the pattern predicted by Hofstede has not
materialized here, particularly regarding the Croatian sample. According to Hofstede,
choosingManager 3 as a preferred managerial style should indicate low power distance, and
should be then accompanied by the choice ofManager 3 (or perhaps Manager 2) for Question
13. However, the Croatian sample overwhelmingly selected Manager 1, the strongest
indicator ofpower distance, for Question 13. This should have been accompanied by a choice
ofManager 1, 2, or 4 for Question 12.
This discrepancy may be due to the degree that Manager 3 (consultative) is accepted in
theWestern world as the ideal manager; this is probably different from when Hofstede's
survey was administered. Another possible reason for this discrepancy is that Croatia is
transitioning; that the institutions are still characterized by high power distance while the
youngpeople have values more in line with amore moderate power distance scenario. This
may explain why those questions related to the society are very high in power distance while
those related to the
students'
values are more moderate.
UncertaintyAvoidance
Questions 2, 4, 6, 15, 16, 18, 23, and 25 are related to uncertainty avoidance. Table
4.6 summarizes the response to these questions for the American and Croatian samples.
Table 4.6 Comparison of responses to questions related to the dimension of uncertainty
avoidance
Question American Sample Croatian Sample
2 (job security) High, slightly higher than
Croatian
Moderate to High
4 (stress) Moderate, slightly higher than
Croatian
Moderate
6 (cooperation) High, slightly higher than Moderate to High
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According to Hofstede, the answers to the three questions highlighted above are most
indicative of the uncertainty avoidance level in a culture. According to these questions, the
American sample is moderate to high in uncertainty avoidance, and the Croatian sample is
moderate to low.
There are two factors which may have affected the responses. In Croatia, employment
has generally been long-term, ifnot for life; having this security may cause the Croatian
sample to answer more moderately than the Americans, who are more exposed to instability
in the workplace, especially given the current recession. The Sept. 1
1th
terrorist attacks may
also have affected the responses of the American sample.
Individualism
Questions 1, 5, 6, 9, 17, 19, 20, 22a, 26, and 27 relate to individualism. Table 4.7
summarizes the response to these questions for the American and Croatian samples.
Table 4.7 Comparison of responses to questions related to the dimension of
individualism
Question American Sample Croatian Sample
1 (interesting work) High High
5 (freedom) Moderate Moderate to High
6 (cooperation) Low Moderate to Low
9 (caring company) Low Moderate to Low
17 (individual vs. society) Moderate Moderate
1 9 (work alone) Moderate Moderate
20 (enjoy life) High Moderate to High
22a (care for employees) Low Low
0 (Ai^nfrsraip\ \l\a\s U\aU
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According to the above data, both the Croatian and American samples indicate a
moderate to high degree of individualism.
According to the ranking of values, it would appear that Croatia is more individualistic
than the United States. Value #1 (interesting work/sense of accomplishment) along with
vaue#5 (freedom to implement one's own approach to the job) and the response to Question
20 are supposed to be the most indicative of the level of individualism in a culture. Value #1
was listed more than any other value by the Croatian respondents in response to Questionl 1
,
and placed second on the tally of the responses ofQuestion 1-10. For the Americans, value
#1 was tied for first position in response to Question 1 1 ; on the rankings of the responses for
Questions 1-10, it placed in a tie for third. Value #5 was tied for third among the Croatians in
response to Question 1 1, and placed
5th
in the tally of the responses to Questions 1-10. Value
5 ranked
7th
in the American answers to Question 1 1, and
9th
in the American tally of
Questions 1-10.
Masculinity
Questions 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 10, and 22a&b are related to masculinity. Table 4.8
summarizes the response to these questions for the American and Croatian samples.
Table 4.8 Comparison of responses to questions related to the dimension ofmasculinity
Question American Sample Croatian Sample
1 (interesting work) High High
2 (job security) Low Moderate to Low
3 (earnings) Moderate Moderate
6 (cooperation) Low Moderate to Low
8 (advancement) High High
10 (manager relationship) Low Moderate
22a (care for employees) High High
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Questions 1, 3, and 8 reflect masculine values and should be high for a highly
masculine culture. Questions 2, 6, and 10 reflect feminine values and should be low for a
high masculinity culture (on Table 4.8 a determination of
"low"
means that the respondents
considered that value to be "very important.")
From the data, it is hard to place the degree ofmasculinity in the Croatian and
American cultures. However, this may be due to the acquiescence factor. Ifwe look at those
values which are positively correlated with masculinity, namely Questions 1, 3, and 8, we see
that the responses are moderate to high for both cultures.
In the ranking ofvalues, we see that values #1 (interesting work/sense of
accomplishment) and #8 (opportunity for advancement) tie as being the most important to the
American sample. #3 (earning lots ofmoney) is tied for third place. When the responses to
Questions 1-10 are examined, value #8 is second most important, value #1 is tied for third
most important, and value #5 (freedom to implement your own approach to the job) is 8 .
These two rankings, considered together, would seem to support the estimation that American
culture is moderate to high on individualism.
In the Croatian sample, value #1 (interesting work/sense of accomplishment) was cited
most often as being among the three most important of the 10 values. Next was value #8
(opportunity for advancement). Value #3 (earning a lot ofmoney) placed
5th
. Similarly,
when the answers to the Questions 1-10 were ranked, values #1 and #8 were still first and
second (though in reverse order), and value #3 again placed fifth. Again, like the United
States, Croatia seems to be moderate to high regarding the degree ofmasculinity in its culture.




Table 4.9 summarizes the responses to the power-distance related survey questions as
broken down by subgroups.










7 Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate
12 Low High Low Low
Low-
Low
13 Moderate Moderate High High High High
14 Moderate Moderate Mod-High Mod-High Moderate Mod-High
21 High
Low-
High High High High
24a Low Low Mod-Low Low Mod-Low Low
24b Low Low Low Low Low Low
The resulting data for the subgroups was not found to be conclusive. Power distance
seems to be highest for Croatians and American women; the notable exception to this is
Croatians with work experience, who seem to perceive slightly less power distance in Croatia.
Ifone separates questions relating to institutions in Croatia, the Croatian responses are more
moderate. Finally, considering that both questions that the American women answered which
indicated a high degree ofpower distance both dealt with a preference for participative
management, it may be possible that some
other factor is causing this preference. It seems
safe to draw the following conclusions: Croatian institutions reflect a high degree of
power
distance; and American women have a strong preference for
participative management. Both
cultures are probably moderate to high in
power distance, with the Croatian culture being
slightly higher.
*
The subgroup ofAmericans with and without work
experience has been omitted; as the subgroup ofAmericans
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UncertaintyAvoidance
Table 4.10 summarizes the responses to the uncertainty avoidance related survey
questions as broken down by subgroups.










2 Mod-High High Moderate Mod-High Moderate Mod-High
4 Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate
6 High High High Mod-High Mod-
High
Mod-High
15 Moderate Mod-High Mod-High Mod-High Mod-
High
Mod-High
16 Moderate Mod-High Mod-Low Mod-Low Mod-Low Mod-Low
18 Low Low Moderate Low Mod-Low Mod-Low
23 Low Mod-Low Mod-Low Mod-Low Mod-Low Mod-Low
25 Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate
The American women seem to be the highest group regarding uncertainty avoidance,
falling into the higher end of the medium to high range. The American men were also
medium to high. The Croatians were more moderate, with the Croatian women and the
Croatians with work experience, while still being moderate, having the least uncertainty
avoidance of the groups.
Individualism
Table 4.1 1 summarizes the responses to the individualism related survey questions as
broken down by subgroups.
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1 High High High High High High
5 Moderate Moderate Mod-High Moderate Mod-
High
Mod-High
6 Low Low Low Mod-Low Mod-Low Mod-Low
9 Low Low Mod-Low Mod-Low Mod-Low Mod-Low
17 Mod-High Mod-Low Mod-High Moderate Mod-
High
Moderate
19 Moderate Mod-High Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate
20 High High High Mod-High Mod-
High
High
22a Low Low Low Low Low Low
26 High Mod-High Mod-High High High High
27 Moderate High Low Low Low Low
The American men, American women, Croatian men, and Croatians without work
experience were high in the dimension of individualism. The Croatian women and Croatians
with work experience were medium to high.
Masculinity
Table 4.12 summarizes the responses to the masculinity related survey questions as
broken down by subgroups.
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1 High High High High High High
2 Mod-Low Low Moderate Mod-Low Moderate Mod-Low
3 Moderate Moderate Mod-High Moderate Moderate Moderate
6 High High High Mod-High Mod-
High
Mod-High
8 High High High High High High
10 Low Low Moderate Mod-Low Moderate Mod-Low
22a High High High High High High
22b Moderate High High High High High
American men, American women, and Croatian men seem to be the highest in
masculinity, falling into the high range. Croatian women, Croatians with work experience,
and Croatians without work experience were all moderate to high.
Question 11
When asked to rank the values which were most important to them, the results are
startling; every group chose values #1 (interesting work/sense of accomplishment) and #8
(opportunity for advancement) as being the most important. Both of these values are
considered to be masculine, though value #1 can also relate to individualism.
The placing ofvalue #2 (job security)
confirms that the Americans are higher in
uncertainty avoidance than the
Croatians. Value #3 (earning a lot ofmoney) was much lower
for Croatian women than the other groups; this value is considered to be masculine.
Value #5 (freedom to implement one's own approach to the job) was more important
for Croatian men and Croatians with work experience than the other groups;
this value is
positively correlated with
individualism. Value #9 (company which cares about its
employees) was more important for
both women samples than the other groups; this value
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Value #7 (being included in the company's decision-making) is interesting for the
American women; while the majority of them considered it to be "very important", not one
included it in her list of the three most important values.
The remaining values were generally similarly ranked by all groups.
Discussion of the Survey Questions
Several of the survey questions functioned differently than expected. As the questions
were based on Hofstede's survey (see Appendix B), a discussion of the areas of variance is
warranted.
Questions 12 and 13: The responses to Questions 12 and 13, when taken together,
were supposed to clearly show the degree ofpower distance present in a culture. As
described in Chapter 3, four kinds ofmanagers were briefly described: autocratic,
persuasive/paternalistic, consultative, and participative. Question 12 asks the respondent to
indicate for which manager he or she would most prefer to work; Question 13 asks which type
ofmanager is most common in the respondent's country.
According to Hofstede's methodology and findings (Hofstede, 1980), a choice of
autocratic, persuasive/paternalistic, or participative indicates a high degree ofpower distance;
only a choice of consultative indicates amoderate to low degree. When
Croatians are
compared to Americans, both strongly favor the consultative manager; all of the subgroups
with the exception of the American women do as well (the American women in the sample
preferred the participative manager). This indicates that all groups with the exception of the
American women are moderate to low in power distance.
According to Hofstede's logic, these same groups should
choose the consultative
manager as being most common in their respective countries; but this
does not happen.
Instead, the majority of the Americans said that the
persuasive/paternalistic manager was most
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common in the United States, and the majority ofCroatians said that the autocratic manager
was most common in Croatia; these choices held across all subgroups of each culture.
The findings of this study clearly show that Hofstede's logic regarding the correlation
between Questions 12 and 13 no longer holds true. This is a significant finding, as Hofstede
considered this pair of questions to most indicative of the level ofpower distance in a culture
(Hofstede, 1980).
Perhaps this discrepancy is caused by the increased exposure of the consultative
manager model now compared to the late 1970s, when Hofstede's research was compiled and
analyzed. Perhaps in the late 1970s, the only people who would have recognized and valued
the consultative manager were those who worked for one, while nowmost young people
desire and hope to work for this kind ofmanager, even if the evidence in their respective
countries shows that this is unlikely.
Question 15: Question 15 asks how long the respondent expects to stay in a position
once hired. The responses are supposed to measure uncertainty avoidance. The logic is that
in cultures where individuals usually fear change (high uncertainty avoidance), they will tend
to stay in their positions for a long period of time. Conversely, in cultures which are
comfortable with change (low uncertainty avoidance), individuals will tend to change
positions often.
The majority ofboth the Croatian and American samples indicated that they expected
to stay in a new position for two to five years. Yet, the observations of the researcher indicate
that perhaps the reason for choosing this answer, two to five years, are different for the two
groups. It is possible that for the Americans, faced with the frequent mergers, acquisitions,
and company closings that characterize the
modern American workplace, the selection of two
to five years may not be based on preference, but rather on
reality. Thus the results of this
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question for the American sample may not be truly indicative of their degree ofuncertainty
avoidance.
On the other hand, Croatia is a country characterized by lifetime employment. Thus to
stay in a position for two to five years does indicate a choice on the part of the respondents.
Interestingly, in an informal conversation with the same group ofCroatian respondents
conducted after the data for this thesis had been conducted and analyzed, this topic came up.
These students did in fact confirm to the researcher that once they leave school, they do
expect to stay in a position for a short time. They also confirmed that this is a choice on their
part, part of a value they see in gaining wide experience.
Question 22: Question 22 (a and b) also seems to ask a different question now than it
did in the late 1970s. This question asks if an organization has (a) a responsibility to take care
of its employees and (b) to contribute to society at large. The replies to this question are
supposed to indicate the degree ofmasculinity in a culture. Hofstede found that men tended
to answer
'yes'
to this question, feeling that the organization could be involved in their lives
beyond work, extending into their personal lives and society at large (Hofstede, 1980).
Conversely, Hofstede found that women tended to answer
"no"
to this question, feeling that
organizations'
involvement with their employees should not extend beyond work.
Read in today's context, this question does not seem to address how much
organizations can be involved in the private life of their employees. Instead, quite literally, it
seems to address the degree of responsibility that an organization has to its employees and to
society. Instead of asking about the acceptability of
organizations "intruding", ifyou will, in
the private lives of its employees, it instead seems to ask iforganizations have a greater
responsibility than simply generating profit.
Question 24: Question 24 (a and b) was supposed to show the degree ofpower
distance in a culture. This question asks if (a) power and (b) wealth are good. According to
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Hofstede, students in cultures which are high in power distance generally consider power and
wealth to be inherently bad (Hofstede, 1980). The results of this study do not support this
connection, as both the United States, and particularly Croatia, are moderate to high in power
distance, but yet the majority of the students considered both power and wealth to be good.
This difference indicates a change in the values of students in the last 30 years.
It should be clarified that the purpose of the above discussion of the validity of several
of the questions used in the survey is not to cast doubt on the accuracy or significance of
Hofstede's methodology and findings. Rather it is to raise the problem thatmethodology
itself can become outdated due to the passage of time. Questions which were designed and
proven to show something once, may no longer do so later, particularly after more than 20
years.
Chapter 4 has described the data collected and compared the results of the Croatian
and American samples, including subgroups. By connecting their responses to Hofstede's 4
cultural dimensions, a cultural determination has beenmade for all groups. Additionally, the
mechanics of some of the survey questions has been discussed in the light of the results.
In Chapter 5, we will examine what the results tell us relative to the problem statement
presented in Chapter 1 . Several general conclusions will also be presented.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
The previous chapter presented the results of the surveys administered to the
Croatian and American samples. In Chapter 5 the implications of these results for the
concept of organizational leadership will be discussed.
Connecting Cultural Dimensions to Leadership
In Chapter 4 we saw the results of the survey, and based on these results, made a
cultural determination for both samples and all subgroups. A summary of these results is
presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Summary of cultural determinations
American








individualism Moderate-High High High
masculinity Moderate-High High High
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
power distance Moderate-High Moderate-High Moderate-High Moderate Moderate-High
uncertainty
avoidance
Moderate-Low Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate
individualism Moderate-High High Moderate-High Moderate-High High
masculinity Moderate-High
High Moderate-High Moderate-High Moderate-High
*
As the subgroup ofAmericans without work experience was extremely small,
it is statistically unreliable
to make any cultural determinations for either group (those
with and those with-out work experience). For
additional information regarding the two subgroups, please see p. 92.
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So what do these determinations mean for the propensity of each group to the
concept of leadership? What is the significance of the differences which exist between
groups? These are the questions to which we will now turn our attention.
According to the argument outlined in Chapter 3, the cultural dimensions of
individualism, uncertainty avoidance, and power distance are strongly linked to the
concept oforganizational leadership.
Individualism: Leadership requires individuals to take upon themselves initiative
for change, to step outside of the group and to lead it in a different direction. Thus
individualistic cultures, where the power of the individual is highly valued, are conducive
to leadership. However, successful leadership also requires followership namely,
people who are willing to work towards a desired change as part of a group. This may be
difficult for people to do in highly individualistic cultures.
On the opposite side of the spectrum, cultures which are low in individualism, or
in other words, cultures where the group takes precedence over the individual, are
conducive to followership. However, because of the emphasis on the group over the
individual, low-individualism cultures can also impede the emergence of leaders.
Thus cultures which are moderate in individualism may be the most conducive to
leadership: both individual initiative and working with others are valued within this
culture.
The results of this research indicate that both the United States and Croatia are
moderate to high in individualism, with the United States being slightly more
individualistic. This means that the cultures of each of these countries would generally
support the emergence of leaders, while also facilitating followership.
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UncertaintyAvoidance: The degree of uncertainty avoidance found in a culture
indicates that culture's comfort or discomfort with change and uncertainty. As the
specific goal of leadership is to achieve change, the degree of uncertainty avoidance in a
culture is extremely important when attempting to understand the inclination of that
culture towards leadership.
The data collected in this study indicates that Americans experience more
uncertainty avoidance than Croatians (the United States was found to be moderate to high
in uncertainty avoidance while Croatia was found to be moderate to low). Interestingly,
American women seem to experience the most uncertainty avoidance, while Croatian
women seem to experience the least. Consequently, any connection between gender and
uncertainty avoidance seems unlikely.
According to the logic of this study, then, it would seem that Croatia would be
more predisposed to leadership than the United States. Additionally, the Croatian women
would be the most likely to emerge as leaders, while the American women would be the
least likely to do so.
A quick review of the tables summarizing the characteristics of a high uncertainty
avoidance culture compared to a low uncertainty avoidance culture (see pp. 31-33) paints
a portrait of a high uncertainty avoidance culture which seems
to resemble the post-
September 1
1th
American society more and more.
The researcher's observation is that an
increase in uncertainty avoidance can be clearly
seen in the American society of today
compared to that of two years ago, possibly a result of the
terrorist attacks and
uncertainty experienced by America since that time.
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Power Distance: Power distance indicates the degree to which those who hold
power are willing to share this power with others. As discussed in Chapter 2, modern
organizational leadership calls for leadership throughout the organization. Thus, low
power distance is conducive to organizational leadership. In low power distance cultures,
individuals in positions of authority will be more open to initiatives for change from
those in positions of lesser authority; in high power distance cultures, individuals in
positions of authority will tend to highly resist these initiatives for change. Additionally,
anticipation of a high degree of resistance, or even punitive action, may cause those who
are considering undertaking leadership in high power distance cultures to choose not to.
Both the United States and Croatia appear to be moderate to high in power
distance, with Croatia being slightly higher. The data is clear in indicating that the
institutions in Croatia are very high in power distance; however, the Croatian students
studied in this thesis indicate a moderate degree of power distance generally the same as
their American counterparts. As mentioned in Chapter 4, it is possible to speculate that
this is due to the transformation currently underway in Croatia; perhaps the institutions
are still high in power distance, but the young people are more moderate in this regard.
The American women also strongly preferred participative management, which,
according to Hofstede, is an indicator of a high degree ofpower distance. When the
respondents were asked which of the four manager types they would most prefer to work
for (Question 12), the American women alone chose the participative manager (Manager
4). Question 7 also related to participative management, asking the respondents to
indicate the importance of "being involved in the company's decision-making"; again,
the subgroup with the greatest majority of respondents indicating that this value was
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"very
important"
was the American women. These results would indicate that the
American women in particular experience a high degree of power distance.
Consequently, they may be less willing to assume leadership roles.
The purpose of this research was to try to understand how differences in culture
can impact the application of the same concept in different cultures. The results of this
research are inconclusive in this matter, as the American and Croatian cultures were
found to be generally similar. Interestingly, the most significant difference between the
two group was in the area ofuncertainty avoidance, where it was concluded that the
Croatian culture, being lower in uncertainty avoidance, would be more accepting of the
concept oforganizational leadership than the American culture.
Recommendations for Further Research
In order to more fully understand and interpret the data obtained in this study, it
would be beneficial to conduct further research in the following areas:
1) Test other samples of the Croatian and American populations in order to
determine to what extent the results of this study are indicative of the cultural
dimensions of the respective cultures as a whole;
2) More fully research the connections between cultural
differences and the
propensity of a culture
towards leadership;
3) Further study the inter-relation of cultural
dimensions within a culture;
4) Conduct further testing to determine any
connection between gender and
power distance;
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5) Conduct more research into the possibility of differences in power distance
within a culture, specifically between individuals and that culture's
institutions; and
6) Further research the process of cultural change, as well as how to more fully
measure it.
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Appendix A:
Survey Given to the Croatian and American Samples
What follows is a copy of the survey administered to the Croatian and American
college
students studied in this study.
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PARTI
Please think ofyour ideal job. How important are the following criteria? (please circle one
answer number in each line across):
1 . Having interesting work to do, from which you can get a personal
sense of accomplishment?
1 2 3
2. Knowing that your job is secure? 1 2 3
3. Having an opportunity to earn a lot ofmoney? 1 2 3
4. Having little stress on the job? 1 2 3
5. Having freedom to implement your own approach to the job? 1 2 3
6. Working with people that cooperate well with each other? 1 2 3
7. Being included in the company's decision-making? 1 2 3
8. Having an opportunity for advancement to higher level jobs? 1 2 3
9. Working for a company which cares about its employees? 1 2 3
10. Having a good working relationship with yourmanager? 1 2 3
11. Of the above, please indicate which three are the most important criteria for selecting your
ideal job by writing their numbers below:
PART II
The descriptions below apply to four different types ofmanagers. First, please read through
these descriptions:
Manager 1 Usually makes his/her decisions promptly and communicates
them to his/her
subordinates clearly and firmly. Expects
them to carry out the decisions loyally and without
raising difficulties.
Manager 2 Usually makes his/her decisions promptly, but,
before going ahead, tries to
explain them fully to his/her subordinates. Gives them the
reasons for the decisions and
answers whatever questions they may have.
Manager 3 Usually consults with his/her subordinates
before he/she reaches his/her
decisions. Listens to their advice, considers it, and then announces
his/her decision. He/she
then expects all to work loyally to implement it whether or not it is
in accordance with the
advice they gave.
Manager 4 Usually calls ameeting ofhis/her subordinates
when there is an important
decision to be made. Puts the problem before the group and
invites discussion. Accepts the
majority
viewpoint as the decision.
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12. Now, for the above types ofmanager, please mark the one which you would like to















d. Not very often
e. Never
15. When you are hired by a company, how long to you think you will work for them?
a. Two years at the most.
b. From two to five years
c. More than five years, but I will probably leave before I retire.
d. Until I retire.




d. Not very often
e. Never
17. Which is more important in a healthy society:
a. That the rights of the individual are guaranteed?
b. That the citizens work together to create a good society?
18. Which of the following statements do you most agree with:
a. I can control my own future.
b. A lot ofwhat happens to me in my life is something I can't control.
19. In school, you prefer
a. to complete assignments by yourself.
b. to workwith other people.
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20. Which is more important to you in your life?
a. that you are able to enjoy your life?
b. that you contribute to society as a whole?
21. In your country, what is the normal relationship between professors and students?
a. formal
b. informal
22. Does an organization have a responsibility to take care of its employees? Yes No
To contribute to society at large? Yes No
23. Do you like to take risks? Yes No
24. Is power good? Yes No
Wealth? Yes No
25. Is it OK for an employee to break rules if he/she thinks it's in the best
interests of the organization? Yes No
26. Does one need to have a doctorate in order to reach the top levels in your
country?
Yes No
27. Does the educational system in your country prepare its students for "real





29. Please indicate your age group
a. under 20 years of age
b. 20-30 years of age
c. over 30 years of age
30. Do you currently work (full or
part-time)? Yes
3 1 . Have you worked full time in the past? Yes
32. What is your nationality?
No
No
33. And what was your nationality at birth (if different
from your present nationality)?
Thank you for your time and cooperation!
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Appendix B:
Hofstede's Survey
What follows is a copy of the survey completed by IBM employees in the late 1970s. Geert
Hofstede's analysis of the responses to this survey formed the basis for his book
Culture's Consequences: International Differences in Work-Related Values (1980), Beverly
Hills, CA: Sage. Hofstede also used the results of this survey to formulate a concrete
methodology for testing for cultural differences. Both the four cultural dimensions identified
in Culture 's Consequences: International Differences in Work-Related Values, as well as the
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What follows is a summary of the data collected in the course of this research, presented in
table form. Statistics for each survey question are presented for the two main samples
(American and Croatian students) and then for each subgroup (men, women, respondents with
work experience, respondents without each work experience), again divided between
Americans and Croatians.
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Part I: Questions 1-11
Key: Questions 1-10
Questions 1-10 asked the respondent to think ofhis or her ideal job and then to indicate the
importance of each of 10 criteria (work values). The possible responses to each of these
questions represent a range of 1 to 3, with "very
important"
being 1 and "not
important"
being
3. For each of the following tables, the first line indicates that numerical average of the
responses for that group, followed by the percentage of respondents which selected that
answer. The last line of the table for Question 1 indicates how many people there were in
each of the sample groups, represented by "N".
Question 1: interesting work/personal sense of accomplishment
American




1.166 1.2 1.130 1.173 1.0
very 85.42% 84.0% 86.96% 84.78% 100.0%
somewhat 12.50% 12.0% 13.04% 13.04% 0.0%
not 2.08% 4.0% 0.0% 2.17% 0.0%
N=48 N=25 N=23 N=46 N=2
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.1 1.137 1.064 1.107 1.064
very 90.0% 86.21% 93.55% 89.29% 93.55%
somewhat 10.0% 13.79% 6.45% 10.71%
6.45
o
not 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
N=60 N=29 N=31 N=28 N=31
Question 2: job security
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.229 1.360 1.086 1.239 1.000
very 77.08% 64.00%
91.30% 76.09% 100.00%
somewhat 22.92% 36.00% 8.70% 23.91% 0.00%
not 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
*
As the subgroup ofAmericans without work
experience was extremely small, it is statistically unreliable to
draw any conclusions regarding the
impact ofwork experience on the culture of the American sample. As a
result, the data collected is provided, but the
area containing that data has been shaded.
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Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.392 1.391 1.392 1.409 1.379
very 60.00% 58.62% 61.29% 57.14% 61.29%
somewhat 35.00% 31.03% 38.71% 39.29% 32.26%
not 5.00% 10.34% 0.00% 3.57% 6.45%
Question 3: the opportunity to earn a lot ofmoney
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.458 1.440 1.478 1.434 2.000
very 56.25% 56.0% 56.52% 58.70% 0.00%
somewhat 41.67% 44.0% 39.13% 39.13% 100.00%
not 2.08% 0.00% 4.35% 2.17% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.490 1.347 1.607 1.545 1.448
very 50.00% 65.52% 35.48% 46.43% 54.84%
somewhat 48.33% 31.03% 64.52% 50.00% 45.16%
not 1.67% 3.45% 0.00% 3.57% 0.00%
Question 4: little stress
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.829 1.960 1.681 1.822 2.000
very 23.40% 16.00% 31.82% 24.44% 0.00%
somewhat 70.21% 72.00% 68.18% 68.89% 100.00%
not 6.38% 12.00% 0.00% 6.67% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.882 1.826 1.928 1.863 1.896
very 28.33% 31.03% 25.81% 28.57% 25.81%
somewhat 51.67% 48.28% 54.84% 50.00% 54.84%
not 20.00% 20.69% 19.35% 21.43% 19.35%
Question 5: freedom to implement one's own approach to the job
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.604 1.520 1.695 1.6086 1.500
very 41.67% 52.00%
30.43% 41.30% 50.00%
somewhat 56.25% 44.00% 69.57% 56.52% 50.00%
not 2.08% 4.00% 0.00% 2.17% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.333 1.217 1.428 1.318 1.344
very 63.33%
68.97% 58.06% 64.29% 64.52%
somewhat 36.67% 31.03% 41.94% 35.71% 35.48%
not 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
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Question 6: working with people that cooperate well with each other
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.145 1.120 1.173 1.152 1.000
very 85.42% 88.0% 82.61% 84.78% 100.00%
somewhat 14.58% 12.0% 17.39% 15.22% 0.00%
not 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.333 1.260 1.392 1.363 1.310
very 68.33% 75.86% 61.29% 64.29% 70.97%
somewhat 3 1 .67% 24.14% 38.71% 35.71% 29.03%
not 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Question 7: being included in the company's decision-making
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.583 1.640 1.521 1.608 1.000
very 43.75% 36.00% 52.17% 41.30% 100.00%
somewhat 54.17% 64.00% 43.48% 56.52% 0.00%
not 2.08% 0.00% 4.35% 2.17% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.568 1.478 1.642 1.545 1.586
very 46.67% 51.72% 41.94% 42.86% 48.39%
somewhat 48.33% 44.83% 51.61% 53.37% 45.16%
not 5.00% 3.45% 6.45% 3.57% 6.45%
Question 8: opportunity for advancement to higher level jobs
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.062 1.040 1.086 1.065 1.000
very 93.75% 96.00% 91.30% 93.48% 100.00%
somewhat 6.25% 4.00% 8.70% 6.52% 0.00%
not 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.058 1.043 1.071 1.136 1.000
very 93.33%
93.10% 93.55% 85.71% 100.00%
somewhat 6.67% 6.90% 6.45% 14.29% 0.00%
not 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Question 9: working for a company
which cares about its employees
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.062 1.080 1.043 1.065 1.000
very 95.83%
96.00% 95.65% 95.65% 100.00%
somewhat 2.08% 0.00% 4.35% 2.17% 0.00%
not 2.08% 4.00% 0.00% 2.17% 0.00%
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Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.320 1.434 1.220 1.363 1.285
very 71.19% 62.07% 80.00% 67.86% 73.33%
somewhat 27.12% 34.48% 20.00% 28.57% 26.67%
not 1 .69% 3.45% 0.00% 3.57% 0.00%
Question 10: a good working relationship with one's manager
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1 .250 1.280 1.217 1.239 1.500
very 77.08% 76.00% 78.26% 78.26% 50.00%
somewhat 20.83% 20.00% 21.74% 19.57% 50.00%
not 2.08% 4.00% 0.00% 2.17% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1.420 1.500 1.357 1.571 1.310
very 59.32% 53.57% 64.52% 48.15% 67.74%
somewhat 38.98% 46.43% 32.26% 51.85% 29.03%
not 1.69% 0.00% 3.23% 0.00% 3.23%
Key: Question 1 1
Question 1 1 asked the respondents to indicate which 3 of the 10 listed work values (Questions
1-10) they considered to be most important when imagining their ideal job. The following
two charts describe the answers provided by each group. The 10 work values are ranked from
most frequently listed to least frequently listed. The percentage of respondents for each
respective group which listed that value in response to Question 1 1 is also provided.
Question 11
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
8 (tie) 56.25% 8 64.00% 1 52.17% 8 58.70% 1 (tie) 100.00%
1 (tie) 56.25% 1 60.00% 8 47.83% 1 54.35% 9 (tie) 100.00%
2 37.50% 2 (tie) 36.00% 9 43.48% 2 39.13% 6 50.00%
3 (tie) 35.42% 3 (tie) 36.00% 2 39.13% 3 36.96% 7 50.00%
6 (tie) 35.42% 6 (tie) 20.00% 3 (tie) 34.78% 6 34.78%
9 31.25% 5 (tie) 20.00% 6 (tie) 34.78% 9 28.26%
5 18.75% 9 (tie) 20.00% 10 26.09% 5 19.57%
10 16.67% 7 16.00% 5 17.39% 10 17.39%
7 8.33% 10 8.00% 4 4.55% 7 6.52%
4 4.26% 4 4.00% (7) 0.00% 4 4.44%
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Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
1 61.67% 1 58.62% 1 (tie) 64.52% 8 64.29% 1 70.97%
8 56.67% 5 (tie) 48.28% 8 (tie) 64.52% 1 53.57% 8 51.61%
5 (tie) 35.00% 8 (tie) 48.28% 9 36.67% 5 (tie) 46.43% 9 40.00%
6 (tie) 35.00% 3 44.83% 6 35.48% 6 (tie) 46.43% 3 32.26%
9 32.20% 6 34.48% 5 22.58% 3 28.57% 5 (tie) 25.81%
3 30.00% 9 27.59% 7 19.35% 9 21.43% 6 (tie) 25.81%
7 18.33% 7 17.24% 2 (tie) 16.13% 7 17.86% 7 19.35%
4 11.67% 4 10.34% 3 (tie) 16.13% 4 10.71%
0 12.90%
2 10.00% 10 7.14% 4 12.90% 2 3.57% 4 (tie) 9.68%
10 8.47% 2 3.45% 10 9.68% 10 7.41% 10 (tie) 9.68%
Key: Summary ofResponses to Questions 1-10
The following two tables summarize which values, based on the responses to Questions 1-10,
were most important to the respondents. The ten values are ranked based on the percentage of
respondents from that group which considered that value to be "very important". Ranking is
in descending order. In the case of a
"tie"
between two values, its rank was determined by the
percentage of respondents which indicated that that value was "somewhat important", with
the value with the highest percentage being listed first.
Ranking ofValues based on Questions 1-10
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
9 95.83% 8 96.00% 9 95.65% 9 95.65% 1 (tie) 100.00%
8 93.75% 9 96.00% 2 (tie) 91.30% 8 93.48% 2 (tie) 100.00%
6 85.42% 6 88.00% 8 (tie) 91.30% 6 84.78% 6 (tie) 100.00%
1 85.42% 1 84.00% 1 86.96% 1 84.78% 7 (tie) 100.00%
2 77.08% 10 76.00% 6 82.61% 10 78.26% 8 (tie) 100.00%
10 77.08% 2 64.00% 10 78.26% 2 76.09% 9 (tie) 100.00%
3 56.25% 3 56.00% j 56.25% 3 58.70% 5 (tie) 50.00%
7 43.75% 5 52.00% 7 52.17% 5 (tie) 41.30% 10 (tie) 50.00%
5 41.67% 7 36.00% 4 31.82% 7 (tie) 41.30%
4 23.40% 4 16.00% 5 30.43% 4 24.44%
Croat an
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
8 93.33% 8 93.10% 1 93.55% 1 89.29% 8 100.0%
1 90.00% 1 86.21% 8 93.55% 8 85.71% 1 93.55%
9 71.19% 6 75.86% 9 36.67% 9 67.86% 9 73.33%
6 68.33% 5 68.97% 10 35.48% 5 64.29% 6 70.97%
5 63.33% 3 65.52% 2 (tie) 61.29% 6 64.29% 10 67.74%
2 60.00% 9 62.07% 6 (tie) 61.29% 2 57.14% 5 64.52%
10 59.32% 2 58.62% 5 58.06% 10 48.15% 2 61.29%
3 50.00% 10 53.57% 7 41.74% 3 46.43% 3 54.84%
7 46.67% 7 51.72% 3 35.48% 7
42.86% 7 48.39%
4 28.33% 4 31.03% 4 25.81%
4 28.57% 4 25.81%
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Part II: Questions 12 and 13
Key: Questions 12 and 13










Question 12: which type ofmanager the respondent would most like to work under
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
Manager 1 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Manager 2 16.67% 28.00% 4.35% 17.39% 0.00%
Manager 3 43.75% 52.00% 34.78% 41.30% 100.00%
Manager 4 39.58% 20.00% 60.87% 41.30% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
Manager 1 1.67% 3.45% 0.00% 3.57% 0.00%
Manager 2 10.00% 6.90% 12.90% 14.29% 6.45%
Manager 3 61.67% 62.07% 61.29% 60.71% 61.29%
Manager 4 26.67% 27.59% 25.81% 21.43% 32.26%
Question 13: which manager the respondent believes to be most similar to the majority
of managers in his or her country
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
Manager 1 29.17% 36.00% 21.74% 30.43% 0.00%
Manager 2 54.17% 48.00% 60.87% 52.17% 100.00%
Manager 3 12.50% 12.00% 13.04% 13.04% 0.00%
Manager 4 4.17% 4.00% 4.35% 4.35% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
Manager 1 69.49% 67.86% 70.97% 59.26% 80.65%
Manager 2 18.64% 25.0% 12.90% 29.63% 6.45%
Manager 3 3.39% 3.57% 3.23% 3.70% 3.23%
Manager 4 8.47% 3.57% 12.90% 7.41% 9.68%
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Part III: Questions 14-27
Key: Questions 14-16
For each ofQuestions 14, 15, and 16, the respondent was given a range ofpossible responses.
Each possible response was assigned a value, with the first listed response being 1 , the second
listed response being 2, and so on. For each of the following tables, the first line indicates that
numerical average of the responses for that group, followed by the percentage of respondents
which selected that answer.
Question 14: how often are employees afraid to disagree with their superiors
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
2.541 2.52 2.565 2.543 2.5
Always 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Usually 45.83% 48.00% 43.48% 45.65% 50.00%
Sometimes 54. 1 7% 52.00% 56.52% 54.35% 50.00%
Not very often 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Never 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
2.383 2.551 2.225 2.571 2.225
Always 1.67% 0.00% 3.23% 0.00% 3.23%
Usually 63.33% 55.17% 70.97% 46.43% 77.42%
Sometimes 31.67% 37.93% 25.81% 50.00% 16.13%
Not very often 1 .67% 3.45% 0.00% 3.57% 0.00%
Never 1.67% 3.45% 0.00% 0.00% 3.23%
Question 15: when hired by a company, how long the respondent thinks he or she will
work there
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
2.127 2.160 2.090 2.111 2.500
0-2 17.02% 16.0% 18.18% 17.78% 0.00%
2-5 57.45% 52.0% 63.64% 57.78% 50.00%
5+ 21.28% 32.0% 9.09% 20.00% 50.00%
Until retire 4.26% 0.00% 9.09% 4.44% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
2.183 2.172 2.193 2.107 2.290
0-2 11.67% 10.34% 12.90% 14.29% 6.45%
2-5 63.33% 62.07% 64.52% 60.71% 67.74%
5+ 20.00% 27.59% 12.90% 25.00% 16.13%
Until retire 5.00% 0.00% 9.68% 0.00% 9.68%
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Question 16: how often the respondent feels nervous or tense at school and/or work
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
2.875 3.000 2.739 2.891 2.500
Always 6.25% 4.00% 8.70% 6.52% 0.00%
Usually 22.92% 24.00% 21.74% 21.74% 50.00%
Sometimes 50.00% 44.00% 56.52% 50.00% 50.00%
Not very often 18.75% 24.00% 13.04% 19.57% 0.00%
Never 2.08% 4.00% 0.00% 2.17% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
3.083 3.103 3.064 3.25 2.935
Always 5.00% 6.90% 3.23% 3.57% 6.45%
Usually 13.33% 6.90% 19.35% .7.14% 19.35%
Sometimes 51.67% 55.17% 48.39% 53.57% 48.39%
Not very often 28.33% 31.03% 25.81% 32.14% 25.81%
Never 1 .67% 0.00% 3.23% 3.57% 0.00%
Key: Questions 17-27
For each of the following questions, two possible responses were provided. The following
tables indicate the percentage of respondents which selected each response.
Question 17: which is more important in a healthy society, the rights of the individual or
that the citizens work together to create a good society
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
individual 48.94% 70.83% 26.09% 51.11% 0.00%
society 5 1 .06% 29.17% 73.91% 48.89% 100.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
individual 57.63% 67.86% 48.39% 66.67% 51.61%
society 42.37% 32.14% 51.61% 33.33% 48.39%
Question 18: which the respondent most agrees with: that he or she can control his or
her own future, or whether a lot ofwhat happens to the respondent is something he or
she can't control
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
control 78.72% 79.17% 78.26% 80.00% 50.00%
can't control 21.28% 20.83% 21.74% 20.00% 50.00%
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Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
control 65.00% 51.72% 77.42% 67.86% 61.29%
can't control 35.00% 48.28% 22.58% 32.14% 38.71%
Question 19: whether the respondent prefers to complete school assignments alone or to
work with other people
American




with others 45.83% 56.00% 34.78% 45.65% 50.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
alone 51.67% 44.83% 58.06% 57.14% 48.39%
with others 48.33% 55.17% 41.94% 42.86% 51.61%
Question 20: which the respondent feels to be more important for him or herself: being
able to enjoy life or contributing to society as a whole
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
enjoy 95.74% 100.0% 91.30% 97.78% 50.00%
contribute 4.26% 0.00% 8.70% 2.22% 50.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
enjoy 74.14% 78.57% 70.00% 64.29% 86.21%
contribute 25.86% 21.43% 30.00% 35.71% 13.79%
Question 21: whether relationships between professors and students in the respondent's
country are normally formal or informal
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
formal 40.00% 54.17% 23.81% 41.86% 0.00%
informal 60.00% 45.83% 76.19% 58.14% 100.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
formal 81.67% 72.41% 90.32% 82.14% 80.65%
informal 18.33% 27.59% 9.68% 17.86% 19.35%
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Question 22a: if an organization has a responsibility to take care of its employees
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 97.87% 95.83% 100.00 97.78% 100.00%



















Question 22b: if an organization has a responsibility to contribute to society at large
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 68.89% 52.17% 86.36% 69.77% 50.00%
no 31.11% 47.83% 13.64% 30.23% 50.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 81.36% 75.00% 87.10% 81.48% 80.65%
no 18.64% 25.00% 12.90% 18.52% 19.35%
Question 23: if the respondent like to take risks
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 70.21% 75.00% 65.22% 68.89% 100.00%
no 29.79% 25.00% 34.78% 31.11% 0.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 71.19% 71.43% 70.97% 66.67% 74.19%
no 28.81% 28.57% 29.03% 33.33% 25.81%
Question 24a: if power is good
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 77.78% 72.73% 82.61% 76.74% 100.00%
no 22.22% 27.27% 17.39% 23.26% 0.00%
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 70.18% 66.67% 73.33% 65.38% 73.33%
no 29.82% 33.33% 26.67% 34.62% 26.67%
Question 24b: ifwealth is good
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 86.36% 85.71% 86.96% 85.71% 100.00%
no 13.64% 14.29% 13.04% 14.29% 0.00%
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Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 86.44% 85.71% 87.10% 88.89% 83.87%
no 13.56% 14.29% 12.90% 11.11% 16.13%
Question 25: if it is OK for an employee to break rules if he/she thinks it's in the best
interests of the organization
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 52.17% 56.52% 47.83% 52.27% 50.00%
no 47.83% 43.48% 52.17% 47.73% 50.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 55.00% 41.38% 67.74% 50.00% 58.06%
no 45.00% 58.62% 32.26% 50.00% 41.94%
Question 26: whether a doctorate is needed to reach the top levels of the respondent's
country
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 23.40% 16.67% 30.43% 22.22% 50.00%
no 76.60% 83.33% 69.57% 77.78% 50.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 18.33% 31.03% 6.45% 21.43% 16.13%
no 81.67% 68.97% 93.55% 78.57% 83.87%
Question 27: whether the educational system in the respondent's country prepares it
students for "real life'Vprovides practical experience
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 61.70% 50.00% 73.91% 62.22% 50.00%
no 38.30% 50.00% 26.09% 37.78% 50.00%
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 16.67% 13.79% 19.35% 10.71% 19.35%
no 83.33% 86.21% 80.65% 89.29% 80.65%
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Part IV: Questions 28-33
Key: Questions 28-33
Questions 28-33 were demographic questions. The answers to Questions 28-3 1 are
summarized in the following tables. Questions 32 and 33 asked about the nationality of the
respondent and his or her nationality at birth; 100% of the American sample answered
"American"
to both of these questions, and 100% of the Croatian sample answered
"Croatian"
to both of these questions.
Question 28: gender
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
male 25 25 0 24 1
female 23 0 23 22 1
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
male 29 29 0 17 12
female 31 0 31 11 19
Question 29: age
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
under 20 17 9 8 17 0
20-30 30 15 15 28 2
30+ 1 1 0 1 0
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
under 20 39 18 21 14 24
20-30 21 11 10 14 7
30+ 0 0 0 0 0
Question 30: currently working
American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 39 20 19 39 0
no 9 5 4 7 2
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 7 5 2 7 0
no 53 24 29 21 31
Question 31: haveworked in the past
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American
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 43 22 21 43 0
no 5 3 2 3 2
Croatian
All Men Women Work Exp. No Work Exp.
yes 27 16 11 27 0
no
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